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ABSTRACT
THE DEVELOPMENT OF SECONDARY OCCUPATIONAL
EDUCATION ALTERNATIVE MODELS BASED UPON A
STUDY OF THE ATTITUDES OF STUDENTS, PARENTS AND
OTHER CITIZENS TOWARD OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION
WITHIN A FOUR TOWN AREA
Glen E. Neifing
B.S. University of Illinois at Urbana, Illinois
M.Ed. University of Massachusetts at Amherst, Massachusetts
Ed.D. University of Massachusetts at Amherst, Massachusetts
Directed by: Dr. Kenneth Ertel
The purpose of the study was to develop secondary occupational
education alternative models for use by Massachusetts school systems
and by educators nationally. The models developed were based upon the
results of an Occupational Education Attitude Survey administered to
students, parents and other citizens in the towns of Hingham, Hull,
Milton and Weymouth, Massachusetts.
The methodology followed was to develop and administer the sur-
vey, score the results, keypunch, computerize and analyze the data,
reach conclusions, make recommendations and construct models for occu-
pational alternative programs based upon the survey data.
Analysis of the survey data revealed that community members saw
a need for new occupational programs but that the programs would have
to be provided at a moderate increase in educational costs. In addi-
tion, the survey respondents had neutral feelings about the locations
Vof such programs.
Utilizing these findings, models for occupational education were
constructed. Each model consisted of resource materials needed for
implementation plus four products. The products were;
1. Information Flyer - For alerting school administrators to
the availability of a new occupational education program.
2. Slide/Cassette Overview - For Occupational Coordinators to
show to interested school system boards and administrators.
3. Task Scheduling Chart and Checklist - For program implement-
ed needing more detailed information on the program and available
resources.
The four products were produced for each one of six models. The
models were;
1. Occupational Exploratory Program. The program allows Junior
High boys and girls to interact with hands-on shop activities, an oc-
cupational resource center, field trips and guest speakers. The major
purpose is to help Junior High students to make a more reasonable
choice of course work and skills training at the beginning of their
secondary education.
2. Mobile Occupational Program. The mobile concept allows co-
operating school districts to share the mobile occupational facilities
on a round-robin basis. The concept is normally used until permanent
facilities become available although some districts phase units in and
out depending upon the training needs of the area.
3. Leased Occupational Facilities Program. It is generally
recognized that an expansion of permanent facilities to increase
vi
secondary occupational offerings would take three to five years. As
an interim measure, facilities are leased allowing for occupational
offerings within ninety days at a cost of approximately one dollar per
square foot.
4. Occupational Exploratory Program (IACP). The program al-
lows Junior High boys and girls to experience the industrial processes
of manufacturing and construction. No special facilities are needed
and after the initial investment, the costs per student are comparable
to the traditional industrial arts program.
5. Collaborative Occupational Program. The project was estab-
lished so that academic and vocational instructors, in different school
districts, could cooperate to motivate students categorized as "poten-
tial dropouts," to work an extended school day in order to obtain vo-
cational training and a high school diploma. The students also gain
skills that offer them prospects for job placement upon graduation.
6. Subject Related Career Exploration Program. The project is
used in such a way that high school English, Science, Mathematics and
Social Studies teachers can integrate occupational information and ex-
ploratory experiences into their curriculum. The project is especially
appropriate for secondary students who are not enrolled in vocational
education and are not in the college bound courses.
The models and resource materials were disseminated to Massa-
chusetts educators for implementation in Local Educational Agencies.
The Occupational Education Attitude Survey and the six models were en-
tered into the Education Research Information Center and the materials
vi 1
were presented to the United States Office of Education for possible
use on a national basis.
\
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OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION STATUS AND ALTERNATIVES
The Status
1
Beginning with the Smith-Hughes Act of 1917, vocational educa-
tion has been a firmly established social principle in America. The
idea that one of the functions of education is to equip the citizen
with skills so that he can work productively has been long accepted.
However, the extent to which this concept has been fulfilled contin-
ues to be debated.
Determination of needs
. According to Kaufman:
If a need is the discrepancy between what is desired and
what is presently being delivered, then occupational educa-
tion is laden with current needs.
1
Validation of occupational needs at the national level comes
from a variety of sources. The Annual Federal Occupational Report for
Fiscal Year 1972 and the Work in America Report of the Special Task
Force to the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, are two ex-
amples. Each state receiving Federal funds under PL 90-576 must, as
a condition of funding, establish a statewide advisory council on vo-
cational education. One of the provisions of PL 90-576 is the render-
ing of an annual evaluation report submitted through the state board
to the commissioner and to the national council. The annual evalua-
tion report
1r. A. Kaufman, Social and Technological Change: Implications
for Education, Part III": Systems Approaches to Education: Discussion
and Attempted Integration, (Eugene Oregon: University of Oregon, The
Center for Advanced Study of Educational Administration), pp, 121-188,
2. . . evaluates the effectiveness of vocational educationprograms, services and activities carried out in the year
under review in meeting the program objectives
. . . and
recommends such changes in such programs and activities as
may be warranted by the evaluations.
2
Legisl ative commitment
. In 1965, the Willis-Harrington Com-
mission completed it's studies. The final report made the observation
that the majority of non-college bound students graduated from second-
ary schools without any preparation for work. 3 The work done by the
Willis-Harrington Commission was, in part, a response to the growing
demand by employers, parents, students and concerned educators for
higher quality occupational training; and the natural political and
educational pressure generated by the Vocational Education Act of 1963.
Strong states that the recommendations made by the Advisory Committee,
established by President Kennedy, were based on serious concern for the
state of vocational education and led to passing of the Act. 4 Post-
dating the Willis-Harrington report, but grounded in the continuing
concerns surfaced by the Vocational Education Act of 1963, were the
Vocational Education Amendments of 1968. Passage of that bill. Public
Law 90-576, in October of 1968, was indicative of a continuing "nation-
al concern for making vocational and technical education available to
2publ1c Law 90-576, 90th Congress, H.R. 18366, Vocational Edu-
cation Amendments of 1968, 16 October 1968.
3w. C. Gaige, "Forward to New Directions for Vocational Educa-
tion," a report prepared for the Massachusetts Advisory Council on
Education, (Boston: D. C. Heath Co., 1971), p. xi.
4M. E. Strong, "An Assessment of Wisconsin's Vocational and
Technical Education Program," a report conducted for the Wisconsin
Advisory Council on Vocational Education by the University of Wiscon-
sin, Madison, Wisconsin, 1970.
3more youth and adults across the nation. “5 The drafting of that legis-
lation followed a second program of evaluation of vocational technical
education and served as a guide to national policy. Section 101 is
especially illustrative in determining the Federal attitude and is as
follows:
It is the purpose of this title to authorize Federal grants
to States to assist them to maintain, extend and improve exist-
^ Vocational Education, to develop new programs
of Vocational Education, and to provide part-time employment
to continue their vocational training on a full-time basis so
that persons of all ages in all communities of the State -
those in high school, those who have completed or discontinued
their formal education and are preparing to enter the labor
market but need to upgrade their skills or learn new ones,
those with special educational handicaps, and those in post-
secondary schools - will have ready access to vocational train-
ing or retraining which is of high quality, which is realistic
in the light of actual or anticipated opportunities for gain-
ful employment, and which is suited to their needs, interests,
and ability to benefit from such training.
6
From the above, it is apparent that the present level of unem-
ployment for those lacking special skill training or, lacking specific
preparation for our current work force, is inconsistent with national
policy toward vocational technical education.
The results of major national and local evaluations during the
last ten years reveal that more and varied opportunities must be made
available to a larger number of individuals and a wider range of
occupations. 7 Meeting the purposes and intent of the Vocational
Slbid.
^Public Law 90-576, 90th Congress, H.R. 18366, Vocational Edu-
cation Amendments of 1968, 16 October 1968.
^New England Resource Center for Occupational Education Report,
“The Universe of Need," Newton, Massachusetts, undated, p. 13.
4Education Amendments of 1968, is still a challenge to vocational edu-
cators in 1974. The field of vocational
-technical education is con-
fronted daily with increased needs, growing demands, and changing re-
quirements. That these needs, demands and requirements emanate from
all sectors of society creates competition for resources, and helps to
establish a climate where educational priorities compete as well.
State need
. At the State level, special task forces of which
the advisory councils are representative, monitor activities, measure
accomplishment and help to establish need. Unfortunately, and in
spite of protestations to the contrary, identified needs more often
reflect the desires and/or requirements of every sector of society but
that sector represented by the consumers of vocational education.
State enrollments
. Of 317,938 students enrolled at the second-
ary level in 1971, 83,992 were enrolled in occupational education. If
such offerings as office occupations, consumer, homemaking and dis-
tributive education are included in the definition of vocational edu-
cation, then the figures expand to 120,471 students enrolled in occu-
pationally related programs of which 55 percent are girls concentrated
in a very narrow range of programs.**
The 307 secondary schools in Massachusetts offer approximately
125 occupational programs. Broken down by type and number they are:^
8 Ibid.
^Division of Occupational Education, Annua l Federal Occupational
Report, (Washington, D. C. : Division of Occupational Education, TT37
department of Health, Education and Welfare, 1972).
5Regular and Regional High Schools
Agricultural Schools )
Trade Schools
\
*
*
Regular Vocational Technical* Schools
95,333
1,381
16,070
7,687
With respect to number of students enrolled, regular and regional high
schools represent the largest group in occupational education.
Their program foci are predominantly in office occupations, con-
sumer and homemaking, and distributive education. Of all students en-
rolled in grades 9 through 12, 34 percent participate in specialized
vocational programs, 44 percent participate in college preparatory
programs and 22 percent are enrolled in what is loosely termed the
general curriculum.
The type of student who comprises the 22 percent figure is
. . . neither in an approved vocational
-technical program,
nor in an academic track which is designed for the college
bound. He is predominantly to be found in the general high
school, at the mid to lower academic levels; he is a member
of a bored "Captive Audience," occasionally given to sympto-
matic rebelliousness and
. . .
almost unanimously discouraged
from furthering his education and he will take very little
that is personally edifying or economically useful, from his
school experience. 10
These figures can best be brought into perspective by asking these
questions; What is happening to the high school graduate after he
leaves school? Where does he go? In Massachusetts, 28 percent enter
the world of work while 72 percent go into other training or education,
marriage, or the military.!! Of the 28 percent going to work, approxi-
mately 10 percent are usually unsuccessful and are unemployed.
lONew England Resource Center for Occupational Education Report,
"The Universe of Need," Newton, Massachusetts, undated, p. 16.
11 Ibid.
,
p. 9.
6The above figures Indicate a need for expanded occupational edu-
cation in Massachusetts. Today, in the State, less than 25 percent of
high school students are enrolled in vocational education of any type
and less than 8 percent attend Federally aided vocational high
schools. 12
Such figures increase the urgency of examining the types of
programs, related courses and enrollments presently being offered in
Massachusetts.
General curriculum
. The general curriculum segment often func-
tions in such a way that it becomes a dead-end for the student. That
Is, the curriculum does not systematically direct the student to
further training or employment. The college preparatory student, while
directed toward college does not receive occupational training that can
prepare him for work, should he fail to exercise that option. 13
Commissioner Anrig has stated that
. . . education should provide the learner with skills,
experience, attitude, and the guidance for initial job
placement. 14
However, Kagaan suggests that too often those most directly af-
fected by occupational education; parents, teachers and students, have
l^C. J. Shaefer, J. J. Kaufman, New Directions for Vocational
Education
,
(Lexington, Mass.: Heath Lexington books, 1971).
l^Bureau of Research, Financial Report for Vocational Education
i n the Public Schools
,
Lindman, et al ,' (Washington, U".'
—
CTi 0T?ice ot
r
"Education
,
"September 1971), p. 3.
^Division of Occupational Education, Occupational Competence
for Students in the Genera l Curriculum a t the Secondary School Level,
a preliminary plan for Commissioner Gregory "ft. Anrig, (Massachusetts
Department of Education, 12 October 1973), p. 2.
7had the least to say in matters directly pertaining to them. 15
Effectiveness. From the previously stated data and the comments
of nationally recognized educators it is obvious that the current ef-
fectiveness of occupational education can be questioned and perhaps
sharply criticized. However, it is more productive to use present in-
adequacies as a springboard to constructive implementation of new and
creative approaches. For shortcomings in occupational education are
often a reflection of broader problems of education in general.
The Study
Purpose of the study
. The purpose of the study was to develop
secondary occupational education alternative models. The program
models to be developed would offer school systems wishing to implement
occupational offerings, several alternatives to the traditional re-
gional vocational -technical school pattern within the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts. The models were to be appropriate for use on a nation-
al basis after initial field testing in Massachusetts.
In order to develop the alternative models needed, it was felt
that the opinions of parents, students and other citizens should be
solicited in regard to secondary occupational education programs, costs
and program locations.
Many school districts within the Commonwealth were interested
15S. S. Kaagan, Developing a State Role in Assessment: An Out-
line of the Next Two YeaPTliork , (Massachusetts Department of Educa-
tion, July 24, 1973).
8in alternative patterns for occupational offerings. The four town
area of Hull, Hingham, Milton and Weymouth was chosen for participa-
tion for three reasons.
First, there was a limited capacity for occupational offerings
within the schools. Second, the towns had formed a Regional Planning
Board for the purpose of exploring a cooperative effort. Third, the
towns offered a wide variation among the target populations as evi-
denced by differences in family income, type of employment and com-
munity resources for school purposes.
In summary, the purpose of the study was to develop alternatives
to secondary occupational education practice within the Commonwealth,
based upon the attitudes of the target population toward programs,
costs and program locations.
Objectives of the study
.
As previously stated, the general ob-
jective is to provide occupational alternatives to educators. Specific
objectives are:
1. Design a survey instrument to assess citizen opinion con-
cerning occupational education programs and alternatives.
2. Administer the instrument to solicit the opinions of
students, parents and other citizens through a survey instrument as
regards occupational education within a four town area.
3. Analyze and present the data gathered so that needs in oc-
cupational programs can be identified.
4. Develop occupational alternatives designed to alleviate oc-
cupational needs.
9Assumptions of the stud y. Traditionally, the term hypotheses
is used to describe statements to be proven or disproven. However,
the author was concerned only with determining general trends to use
as decision making criteria for building models for secondary occupa-
tional alternatives. The author chose therefore, to use the term as-
sumptions. A more detailed analysis of the survey data has been con-
tracted for by the Regional Planning Board for Occupational Education
of the four towns participating in the survey. Hypotheses will be
stated and researched pertaining to those portions of data not treated
in detail by the author in this study.
The Occupational Education Attitude Survey was designed to
prove two groups of assumptions. In Section I of the survey, the
majority of persons completing the survey will respond that:
1. They know the purpose of occupational education, vocational
education, career education and adult retraining programs.
2. Present secondary programs are only partially meeting the
needs of students.
3. There is a need for new occupational education programs.
4. Occupational programs are only partially meeting the needs
of the community.
5. A moderate increase in costs for new occupational programs
would be acceptable.
6. Students use the services of guidance more as they approach
graduation.
7. Students intending to go directly to work after graduation
or to pursue post-secondary occupational education, spend less time
10
with guidance counselors than other students.
8. Most students do not plan to continue their academic educa-
tion after graduation.
9. Being able to get a job after graduation is an important
concern of secondary students.
In Section II of the survey, the majority of persons completing
the survey will respond that:
1. Occupational education is important to themselves and for
the community.
2. Specialized vocational high schools are acceptable to them-
selves and for the corranunity.
3. Educational programs conducted at two or more sites are ac-
ceptable to themselves and for the community.
4. One high school for all educational programs is acceptable
to themselves and for the community.
5. Testing and guidance for occupational education are im-
portant to themselves and for the community.
6. Career planning is important to themselves and for the
community.
Design of the study . The study was a combination of case study
and demonstration. Alternative models were developed based upon the
results of an Occupational Education Attitude Survey. The development,
administration, analyzing and reporting of survey results are explained.
Appendix A contains the Occupational Education Attitude Survey.
Two information gathering procedures were utilized. In Section I,
11
twenty questions were designed with a five point response scale. Areas
of importance were: Purpose of Programs, Effectiveness of Programs,
and Costs of Programs. In Section II, a semantic differential was em-
ployed to determine the response to six areas of importance: Occupa-
tional Education, Specialized Vocational High Schools, Educational
Programs at Two or More Sites, Testing and Guidance for Occupational
Education, One High School for All Educational Programs, and Planning
for Careers.
Study procedures
. This study is divided into six chapters.
The following is a brief description of each of the chapters.
In Chapter I, Occupational Education Status and Alternatives,
the national and state needs for occupational education are described,
legislative commitment is documented, Massachusetts occupational en-
rollments are stated and the purpose, objectives, assumptions, design
and procedures of the study are given.
In Chapter II, Survey of Literature, the importance and inade-
quacies of occupational programs are revealed, national changes and
needs are reviewed, recommendations for changes are made and attitudes
toward occupational education are detailed.
In Chapter III, Study Methodology and Demographic Data, the
procedures followed for the development, administration and presenta-
tion of data are described. In addition, data on educational resources
and programs is presented for the four towns involved in the study.
In Chapter IV, Survey Findings on Purpose, Effectiveness and
Costs of Programs, data is given in support of proof of assumptions on
12
student needs, needs for new programs, effectiveness of programs, pro-
gram costs and guidance.
In Chapter V, Survey Findings on Facilities, Programs and Guid-
ance, assumptions are tested and data given in the areas of programs
in various delivery modes and in guidance and career planning.
In Chapter VI, Conclusions, Recommendations, Program Development
and Impact, conclusions drawn from the data detailed in Chapters IV and
V will be stated and recommendations for the four town area of the
study and for occupational education in general will be qiven.
Finally, documentation of models for alternative delivery of oc-
cupational education offerings as developed by the author, will be
described.
Author's Role
During the Fall semester of 1972, the author was granted a
Graduate Assistantship in the Occupational Education Center of the
School of Education at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst,
Massachusetts.
The author was assigned to the Massachusetts Research Coordi-
nating Unit at the State Department of Education in an internship under
the direction of Professor Kenneth Ertel
,
School of Education, Uni-
versity of Massachusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts.
The assignment given the author was to prepare, administer,
analyze and report results of an Occupational Education Attitude Survey
within the four town area of Hingham, Hull, Milton and Weymouth,
13
Massachusetts.
The preparation and administration components of the survey
were accomplished by the end of the second semester of the 1972-1973
school year. In order to complete the remaining survey tasks and to
begin the development of models for secondary occupational education
alternatives, the author accepted appointment as the Director of
Project E/D Model, an evaluation/diffusion project to be operated under
the direction of the Research Coordinating Unit. See Appendix J.
During the period of June 1973 to March 1974, the analyzing and
reporting phases of the survey were completed. In addition, six al-
ternative models for secondary occupational education were developed.
CHAPTER II
SURVEY OF LITERATURE
Importance of Occupational Education
14
Occupational education performs an important economic function
for the individual student. It improves his performance as an economi-
cally productive person. Direct evidence of improvement comes through
his wage rate and employment. If an individual's wage rate or his em-
ployment improves as a result of vocational training, then we can say
that occupational education performs a useful function for the indivi-
dual. To a community, occupational education is important in two ways.
It provides opportunities for members of the community to acquire speci-
fic training or skills and it provides trained personnel for the local
labor market. Effectiveness in any or all of these functions is a
measure of the success the occupational education program of an area
hdS
* Inadequacy of Present Programs
A review of the literature reveals gross inadequacies in our oc-
cupational education programs. For example:
Of those students currently in high school, only 30 percent
will go on to academic college-level work. One-third of those
will drop out before earning a baccalaureate degree. That means
80 percent of the present high school students should be getting
occupational training of some sort. But only about one-quarter
of these students are getting such training. Consequently, over
one-half of our high school students, a total of approximately
1,500,000 a year, are being offered what amounts to irrelevant
general educational pap.*
1 S. P. Marl and, Jr., "Career Education," speech delivered before
the 334th session of the International Conference of Education, Geneva,
Switzerland, September 1971, p. 15.
15
At present we have an academically oriented educational system.
Hoyt and Evans state:
Education as a preparation for making a living never hasbeen a basic pervasive goal of our system of elementary,
secondary and higher education. A school for schooling's
onS
ha
J
ls 1s t0° common
- In our secondary schools,
over 80% of our students are enrolled in non-vocational pro-gram Hundreds oi thousands of college and university
students pursue their studies with no clear-cut vocational
goals.
^
American schools are producing too many youngsters who
qualify neither for a job nor for college. Many high school
graduates continue on to college only because they haven't
the vaguest idea of what else to do.
3
The failure of our schools to educate nearly 25% of the young
men and women who turn eighteen each year to the level of adequate em-
ployability is a waste of money, as well as of human resources.
A
The major function of the traditional high school has been to
prepare students for college, while the major purpose of today's com-
prehensive high school should be to help students achieve their voca-
tional and subsequent educational goals.
5
National Enrollment Changes
^K. B. Hoyt, R. M. Evans, E. F. Mackin and G. Magnum, Career
Education - What It Is and How To Do It
,
(Salt Lake City: Olympus Pub
TTsfiing Co., 1972), pp. 68-69
^S. P. Marland, Jr., "Career Education Now," School Shop
,
1971,
pp. 27-28, 43.
^National Advisory Council on Vocational Education, Annual Re-
port
,
(Washington, D. C.: Office of Education, U.S. Department~oT
—
Health, Education and Welfare, 1971 )
.
^L. J. Michael, "Innovations in the Organization of the High
School," The High School in the New Era , (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 195&57
16
The above statements indicate a need for drastic enrollment
changes in occupational education. In fact, changes in occupational
education in relation to manpower needs and current unemployment has be-
come essential. A growing awareness of the need for occupational educa-
tion is reflected in enrollment figures; from 349,000 in 1964 to an es-
timated 8.1 million in 1968, with enrollment by 1975 projected at 14
million. 6
Needs of Occupational Education
McLure and Pence list three broad categories of need for voca-
tional development in their National Educational Finance Project; (1)
Occupational Skills, (2) Technological Ability, and (3) Entrepreneurial
Skill.
These categories could be extended and elaborated in great
detail by tracing the nature of these ideas as they apply to
an individual.
. . .
Needs are dynamic and, changeable, never
quite fulfilled. They are determined by social requirement,
local demand, and to a lesser degree individual preference.
'
The needs of occupational education and its components range
across a spectrum that includes dedicated professional staff, adequate
physical environment, appropriate equipment, updated vocational thought,
ability to use the products of technology, adequate financial support,
and changed social attitude regarding the world of work.
6 fi. Russo, "Fourteen Million Vocational Students by 1974," Ameri-
can Education
,
(Washington, D. C., U.S. Office of Education, 1969).
7W . p. McLure and A. M. Pence, Earl y Childhood and Basic Ele-
mentary and Secondary Education, NeedsT Programs, Demands, Costs,
National Educational" Finance Project - Special Study No. 1, (urbana-
Champaign: University of Illinois, 1970), p. 4.
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In operational terms these needs convert to programs or func-
tions such as: The expansion of occupational education to include
programs providing training in all of the major occupational fields.
8
Programs provide the framework for establishing necessary courses with
requisite resources to accomplish stated objectives, identifying groups
to be served and establishing enrollments that are cost-effective.
Yet, in many cases, vocational objectives are not clearly drawn, goals
are not precisely stated and consequently programs are aborted for
want of effective community support.
Goals and objectives, programs and courses, finances and re-
sources must be perceived within broad social purposes. These aims can
only be realized if occupational education involves all of the parties-
at-interest in vocational education, parents, students, teachers and
employers - in the planning and implementing of vocational objectives.
Need for Standards
At the secondary level of occupational education there must be a
continuing search for relevant standards. Standards by which we pre-
cisely define needs, programs and enrollment; a uniform assessment
capability is necessary to establish a data base from which we can pro-
ject and plan with a confidence that comes with balancing cost with
benefit. In this way we can fulfill our obligation to the individual
and society and establish an equitable compromise between competing
needs.
8
1 bid., p. 5.
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Needs of Employers
The attempts of occupational educators to match course develop-
ment to skill requirements of employers are based on simple survey tech-
niques and review of statistical data. Neither of these approaches have
proven to be effective prognosticators of employment need because of time
lag. By the time educators respond, the need has been satisfied through
employer based training, private sector training, or some other remedial
device. Rarely have the vocational educator and the employer been able
to develop consonance between need and fulfillment. 9 Curriculum plan-
ners are rarely aware of emerging national or local employment trends
and generally find themselves responding after the fact. Measured plan-
ning must replace crisis management if vocational education is to satisfy
its mandate and justify its costs which were tabulated nationally in
1970 as being $1,198 per student by program grades 10-12. 10
Need for Changes in Massachusetts Enrollments
Nationally, Lee Ralston suggests that at least 60-75 percent of
all high school students should be enrolled in some kind of vocational
education course. **
9C. J. Schaefer, J. J. Kaufman, New Directions for Vocational
Education
,
(Lexington, Mass.: Heath Lexington Books, 19/1 J.
10W . p. McLure and A. M. Pence, Earl y Childhood a nd Basic Elc-
mentary and Secondary Education. Need s, Programs, Demands, Costs ,
Nati onaT Lducati ona I F i nance Project - Special Study No. i, {UrBana-
Champaign: University of Illinois, 1970), p. 94.
J1Lee W. Ralston, "Trade and Industrial Education," American Vo-
cational Journal , May 1967, p. 43.
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Current educational planners are now citing occupational pre-
paration for all students and such being the case we have a long way
to go. In Massachusetts we would need to enroll an additional 35 to
50 percent of students to accommodate Ralston's suggestion and 75 per-
cent of our students to satisfy the more ardent career education pro-
ponents within the U.S. Department of Education.
Enrollment figures provided by the Massachusetts Department of
Education show an increase in secondary enrollments, grades 9-12 of
from 308,107 in 1970 to 357,161 in 1975 to 406,417 in 1980. As a re-
sult, vocational staffing will need to increase drastically from the
11,434 predicted for 1975. If Massachusetts is to meet the challenge
of providing relevant training for proportional increases among its
secondary students in occupational education, then it must do consider-
ably better than its past performance indicates. In 1965, Massachusetts
ranked tenth in population while it ranked 27th in total occupational
education enrollment. Only in one field, trade and industry, did it
enroll close to its needs. 12
Recommended Changes
In Chapter I, the author has cited the type of occupational pro-
grams presently being offered in Massachusetts. However, changes are
being recommended by various study groups. For example, Schaefer and
Kaufman call for a state model for occupational education that serves
three broadly defined groups in the secondary schools. One group
12Vocational Technical Education, Annual Report , Fiscal Year
1965, (Washington, D. C.: U.S. Department or Health, Education and
Welfare, 0E-80008-65, 1968), p. 32.
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includes those students who enroll in an academic curriculum and who will
go on to college. A second group comprising 5 to 8 percent would enroll
in a curriculum which would provide them with high level skill training.
This group would be highly motivated and academically qualified, but
would constitute a significantly lower enrollment than is true in voca-
tional-technical schools today. The third group, made up of 40 to 60
percent of secondary enrollment, do not find either of these curricula
relevant to their needs or interests. A curricula appropriate to this
third group of students has yet to be developed. 13
Attitude Toward Occupational Education
If such changes as those cited above are to occur, then it fol-
lows that the attitude toward, and knowledge of, occupational education
by parents, students and other citizens, is of central importance in
realizing established goals and objectives of this concept of education.
Since studies have shown that a relationship exists between atti-
tude at the value level and knowledge at the comprehension level, it is
essential to know the current status of the knowledge and attitude of
parents, students and teachers before planning or initiating new alter-
natives to present occupational programs. !4 R. E. Taylor stated:
Attitudes based on knowledge of education programs on the
part of all groups in the community — school board, advisory
13c. J. Schaefer, J. J. Kaufman, New Di rections for Vocational
Education (Lexington, Mass.: Heath Lexinglon Books, 1971).
14D
.
r. Krathwohl , B. S. Bloom and B. B. Massia, "Objective, The
Classification of Educational Goals," Taxonomy of Educational Objectives ,
Handbook II, (New York: David McKay Co., 1964).
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committee members, parents, and students
. . . serve as keydeterminants of the nature and quality of educational pro-
grams. If misunderstandings and/or negative attitudes exist
effective steps must be taken to develop understanding
. .
It is axiomatic that implementation of new programs and in-
novations is enhanced when it has active acceptance and sup-
port
. . .based on clear understanding of terms, concepts
and goals. 15
In this chapter, the need for drastic increases in occupational
education has been documented. Also, the needs of the occupational
education movement have been specified along with those of employers.
Changes in Massachusetts secondary enrollments and recommended changes
in occupational education have been given. Finally, the need for de-
termining the attitude of community members toward occupational educa-
tion has been stated. In Chapter III, the study design will be ex-
plained and demographic data will be presented for the four towns in-
volved in the Occupational Education Attitude Survey.
15r. e. Taylor, "Perspectives on Career Education," a paper pre-
sented at the Oregon Association of School Administrators, Oregon State
University, Corvallis, Oregon, 30 March 1972.
CHAPTER III
STUDY METHODOLOGY AND DEMOGRAPHIC DATA
Study Methodology
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Study limitations
. The Occupational Education Attitude Survey,
Appendix A, was designed to collect data for several purposes. This
study deals only with purpose number one, which was to "Provide the
Research Coordinating Unit with data on possible alternatives to cur-
rent educational practice."
As previously explained in Chapter I, the author was assigned
to the Massachusetts Research Coordinating Unit under a Graduate
Assistantship, to aid in the development and administration of the
survey.
It was recognized that a variety of data would be revealed
through the survey. Therefore, the author reached agreement with the
Research Coordinating Unit to restrict himself to working with that
data impacting upon possible occupational alternatives. Three main
areas were to be examined. They were related to the attitudes of
survey participants toward the need for new programs, costs of pro-
grams and program location.
In order to assure that the other purposes of the survey were
met, see Appendix A, a contract was negotiated with the School of
Education, Boston University, to provide detailed analysis of the
survey instrument and of all data collected. The results of that
study will be entered into the literature under the title of "A Three
Part Survey Study Involving the X-4T Project in Hingham, Hull, Milton
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and Weymouth, Massachusetts.
M^g
. , .
and
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description of the N . The maximum number of students
to be included in the sample was twelve hundred. After discussions
with the Regional Planning Board members, it was agreed to also in-
clude a limited number of parents and other citizens for the purpose
of gauging their opinions about the various items included in the
survey instrument.
The actual count of total survey participants was one thousand
one hundred and sixty one. Of that number, nine hundred and ninety
one were students, and one hundred and seventy were parents and other
citizens with a small number in the latter category. There were
six hundred and twenty seven females and five hundred and thirty four
males participating.
Survey construction
. Two general instrument designs were
chosen for inclusion in the Occupational Education Survey. See Ap-
pendix A.
In Section I of the survey instrument, the questions were de-
signed around Likert's method of attitude scale construction. The
Likert method was utilized rather than Thurstone or Remmer because
of simplicity of construction and scoring. The Likert approach does
not require the sorting and evaluation of statements by judges.
In Section II of the survey instrument, the semantic differen-
tial method was utilized. The use of the semantic differential allow
ed a cross check on participant responses because of the variety of
possible answers and the scrambling of statements to assure that
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participants would not assume a pattern of responding which would
negate the purpose of the instrument.
The data gathered through the semantic differential components
was unscrambled by using a master code on the computer. Then, the
semantic differential composite illustrations were developed to show
the respondees feelings about the particular topic in question. Com-
posites were used because it was necessary to have a large sample.
To determine the truthfulness of the assumptions it was necessary to
correlate the responses. The mean and median were then compared for
skewness. If the mean compared favorably with the median then the
normal curve was used to find agreement or correlation between
responses.
Reporting procedure
. The data was broken into three groups,
students, parents and other citizens. Then, the data was prepared and
shov/n on a normalized curve. A mean, median, standard deviation and
skewness was calculated for each question that pertained to each
group. If there was a large skew this was shown by moving the first
standard deviation limits in the direction of the skew. End points
on the graphs may not be accurate since the first standard deviation
was the only one calculated. Pictorials were utilized to present
the data gathered from each group in relation to individual survey
questions. Stress was placed upon those questions relating to the
need for programs, program costs and program locations in this study
because of the information needed for decision making on occupational
alternatives and because detailed analyses of all suryey questions
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were being pursued under contract by Boston University to assure ful-
fillment of the needs of the Regional Planning Board and the Superin-
tendents of schools in the four towns involved in the survey.
Survey validation. The Occupational Education Attitude Survey
was partially validated in two ways. First, components of the survey
had been previously used with the STP Project involving questionnaire
activities in the school districts of Shawsheen, Smith and East Long
Meadow, Massachusetts. The semantic differential was extensively re-
vised with some responses being eliminated because of their neutrality
or meaninglessness to survey participants.
The second way in which the survey was validated was to compare
the correlation between questions on the same subject in each of the
three parts of the survey. Questions not correlating positively were
examined for possible misinterpretation and in some cases, revised.
With these modifications completed, it was possible to begin the
survey administration with a degree of confidence in the validity of the
Instrument. However, continuation of instrument evaluation for both
validity and reliability has been provided for by the previously men-
tioned Boston University evaluation contract.
Data conversion
.
Data gathered from each of the three groups of
respondents; students, parents and other citizens, is presented in
Chapters IV and V in pictorial form, so that the reader can quickly
grasp the general attitude of the three groups toward any particular
question. For those readers interested in the process utilized for
conversion of the data from raw form to the pictorials. Appendix X is
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recommended. Appendix X explains the conversion process. In addition,
all data needed for analyzing the pictorials is given.
Demographic Data
In order to better understand the composition of the population
In the four towns where the Occupational Education Attitude Survey was
conducted, it is necessary to include pertinent demographic data about
each town. In this section of the chapter, information on population.
Income, employment, educational resources and programs and student
enrollment will be given.
Description of towns
. Today, Hingham is a suburban-residential
town of the Boston Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area. In 1970,
360 firms reported to the Massachusetts Division of Employment Secur-
ity. These firms employed an average of 3,754 persons in 1970, and
had an annual payroll of $24,184,518. The three industrial groups
having the largest percentage of the total annual payroll were whole-
sale-retail firms 37.1%, manufacturing 35.4% and service industries
11 . 5%.
Hull is a suburban-residential resort town with the bulk of its
employment and payroll concentrated in two industry groups, service
and retail trade, which is typical of a resort town. The Massachusetts
Division of Employment Security sported a total of 149 firms employ-
ing an average of 704 persons and having a total annual payroll of
$2,203,935 for 1968. However, a principal characteristic of a summer
resort town is the high employment in the trade and service industries
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during the month of July. Wholesale and retail trade employed 511
persons in July and the service industry employed 432 persons.
Today, Milton is a suburban community with a very small amount
of manufacturing and a large part of its industrial payroll and em-
ployees being given over to the wholesale and retail trade, which is
characteristic of suburban communities where manufacturing is of
secondary importance. In 1970, the Massachusetts Division of Employ-
ment Security reported 274 firms with an average of 1,957 employees
and an annual payroll of $12,935,567. Wholesale and retail trade,
with 34.5% of the average number of employees reported and 23.5% of
the annual payroll was the leading industry. Second in importance was
the construction industry, with 20.7% of the average reported employees
and 28.4% of the annual payroll.
Today, Weymouth is a residential suburb of Quincy and Boston.
In 1970, 634 firms reported to the Division of Employment Security
that their annual payroll was $34,323,376 with an average of 6,314
persons employed.
Population of towns
.
Census data for 1970 shows the town popu-
lations to be Hingham 18,845, Hull 9,961, Milton 27,190 and Weymouth
54,610. Complete population data with projected increases are shown
in Appendices B and C.
Family income . The following graph depicts a comparison of
median family incomes between towns and reported state median family
income. The income comparisons for the years noted were selected for
the two census periods 1960 and 1970. It is noted that only for the
CHART I
COMPARISONS OF MEDIAN FAMILY INCOME
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1970 census was a mean family income computed. Also income level per-
centages have been reported for individual towns and the Boston Metro-
politan area in Appendix D.
Employment
. Actual industrial employment and payrolls as re-
ported to the Division of Employment Security categorize industry for
all towns into seven areas:
1. Agriculture and Mining.
2. Construction.
3. Manufacturing.
4. Transportation, Communication and Utilities.
5. Wholesale and Retail Trade.
6. Finances, Insurance and Real Estate.
7. Service Industry.
The figures for Hingham, Hull, Milton and Weymouth for the
year 1970, show a similar emphasis upon Wholesale and Retail Trade,
and the Service Industry area.
Percentage of Manufacturing for Hull, Milton and Weymouth are
similar. Hingham has the largest percentage of emphasis in this area,
which is nearly twice that of the other communities.
It is noted that for the Construction area Hull reports no
emphasis, Hingham and Weymouth report little emphasis, and Milton re-
ports a major emphasis upon this area. In Milton, construction
represents the second most important industrial activity therein.
A detailed breakdown for each of the four towns follows.
The 1970 U.S. Census of Population, which reported information
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on the basis of residence rather than place of employment, showed
that there were 3412 private wage and salary workers, 665 Government
workers, 463 self-employed, and 5 unpaid family workers living in
Hingham.
CHART II
EMPLOYMENT AND PAYROLLS
(HINGHAM)
Industry No.
1970
of Firms Ann. Payroll
1970
Ernpl. Avg.
Distrib.
by Ernpl
.
Agriculture & Mining 11 $ 245,104 53 1.4%
Construction 52 1,567,424 188 5.0
Manufacturing 28 8,566,357 1,085 28.9
Trans.
,
Comm.
,
& Util
.
20 1,342,301 153 4.1
Whsle. & Retail Trade 147 8,965,778 1,692 45.1
Fin., Ins., & Real Est. 20 706,546 100 2.6
Service Industry 82 2,790,408 483 12.9
TOTAL 360 $24,184,478 3,754 ———————?>«oor-H
The 1970 U.S. Census Population showed that there were 2,428
private wage and salary workers, 699 Government workers, 377 self-
employed, and 18 unpaid family workers living in Hull.
The 1970 U.S. Census Population showed that there were 4695
private wage and salary workers, 1232 Government workers, 820 self-
employed, and 7 unpaid family workers living in Milton.
The 1970 U.S. Census of Population showed that there were 10,914
private wage and salary workers, 2139 Government workers, 823 self-
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CHART III
EMPLOYMENT AND PAYROLLS
(HULL)
Industry No. of Firms
1970
Ann. Payroll
1970
Empl. Avg.
Distrib.
by Empl.
Agriculture & Mining 2 Firms included in Service Ind.
Construction 15 $ 163,557 36 5.1%
Manufacturing .«
Trans., Comm., & Util. 12 348,725 63 9.0
Whsle. & Retail Trade 75 922,153 287 40.8
Fin., Ins., & Real Est. 6 66,042 15 2.1
Service Industry 41 703,458 303 43.0
TOTAL 157 $1,434,435 704 100%
CHART IV
EMPLOYMENT AND PAYROLLS
(MILTON)
1970
Industry No. of Firms Ann. Payroll
1970
Empl
.
Avg
Distrib.
.
by Empl.
Agriculture & Mining 5 $ 142,670 25 1.3%
Construction 63 3,670,782 406 20.7
Manufacturing 13 2,706,660 277 14.2
Trans.
,
Comm.
,
& Util
.
15 1,024,683 139 7.1
Whsle. & Retail Trade 71 3,036,357 676 34.5
Fin., Ins., & Real Est. 16 507,021 69 3.5
Service Industry 91 1,847,394 365 18.7
TOTAL 274 $12,929,567 1957 100%
employed, and 6 unpaid family workers living in Weymouth,
Further data on Wholesale and Retail Trade is contained in
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Appendix E.
CHART V
EMPLOYMENT AND PAYROLLS
(WEYMOUTH)
Industry No. of Firms
1970
Ann. Payroll
1970
Empl. Avg.
Distrib.
by Empl.
Agriculture & Mining 9 $ 839,638 135 2.1%
Construction 104 5,777,385 618 9.8
Manufacturing 29 5,307,244 779 12.3
Trans.
,
Comm.
,
& Util
.
24 5,346,948 572 9.1
Whsle. & Retail Trade 232 10,725,639 2786 44.1
Fin.
,
Ins.
,
& Real Est. 59 1,190,411 205 3.3
Service Industry 187 5,136,111 1220 19.3
TOTAL 634 $34,323,376 6315 100%
Taxes and resources related to education. The tax levy and ap-
portionment of dollars from accrued taxes toward education when com-
pared with other factors may be indicative of town attitude and com-
mitment. It is interesting to note that each individual town assess-
ment of education value and commitment is similar with only one slight
discrepancy. Hingham has committed more of its resources towards
education.
It is noted that proportionately all towns when compared to the
state have increased at a common rate. Hull, Hingham and Milton have
higher per pupil cost than does Weymouth. The high in Milton of
$ 1 , 013.13 and the low in Weymouth of $710.51, reveals a range of
$ 302 . 62 .
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Another factor is the valuation per school attending child.
This statistic depicts the "dollar behind each student." Milton re-
veals a high while Weymouth and Hingham approximate the state average
and Hull is low. This figure is often interpreted as a town's will-
ingness to support education. However, an implication that can be
noted is that an older, well established community such as Milton at-
tracts an older more affluent population. These people have by and
large passed the child rearing phase of life. Conversely, Hull, a
high growth town attracts younger, child rearing families
- putting
more children per household into the schools, thus affecting a drop in
the "dollar behind the student."
CHART VI
OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM ENROLLMENT 1972
Town
Enrollment
Grade 7-12
Business &
Office Home Economics
Industrial
Arts
Hingham 2486 608 672 967
Hull 1450 602 117 554
Milton 2324 728 246 753
Weymouth 6915 2862 364 2930
Occupationally oriented program data . The information presented
in Chart VI represents Fiscal Year 1972 occupational offerings ranging
from grade seven, exploratory, through grade twelve, that specifically
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prepare for job entry level skills. More specific data on program
enrollment may be found in Appendices F and G.
In Chapter III, the design of the study has been explained and
demographic data has been reported in the areas of population, income,
employment, educational tax resources and program enrollment related
to occupational programs. Chapter IV will introduce data gathered in
the four towns through the use of the Occupational Education Attitude
Survey.
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CHAPTER IV
SURVEY FINDINGS ON PURPOSE, EFFECTIVENESS AND COSTS OF PROGRAMS
In Chapter I, Occupational Education Status and Alternatives,
nine assumptions were listed to be proven or disproven by the data
gathered through use of Part I of the Occupational Education Attitude
Survey. A copy of the survey is contained in Appendix A of this study.
In this chapter, data is presented for each of the assumptions listed
below and results are stated.
In Part I, Section I of the survey, the majority of persons
completing the survey will respond that:
1. They know the purpose of occupational education, vocational
education, career education and adult retraining programs.
2. Present secondary programs are not meeting tne needs of
students
3. There is a need for new occupational education programs.
4. Occupational programs are not meeting the needs of the
communi ty.
5. A moderate increase in costs for new occupational programs
would be acceptable.
6. Students use the services of guidance more as they approach
graduation.
7. Students intending to go directly to work after graduation
or to pursue post-secondary occupational education, spend less time
with guidance counselors than other students.
8. Most students do not plan to continue their academic educa-
tion after graduation.
9. Being able to get a job after graduation is an important
concern of secondary students.
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Occupational Education Attitude Survey, Part I
Section I: Purpose of programs
.
Assumption 1A
The majority of persons completing the survey will respond that
they know the purpose of occupational education.
'• Do you know the purpose of Occupational Education? Definitely Yes 1.1
Yes 1.2
Somewhat 1.3
No 1.4
Definitely No 1 .5
Student Parent Citizen
Result:
The majority of respondees indicated that they knew the purpose
of occupational education. The assumption is supported by the data.
*The short line in all graphs indicates the Mean.
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Assumption IB
The majority of persons completing the survey will respond that
they know the purpose of vocational education.
2. Do you know the purpose of Vocational Education? Definitely Yes 2.1
Yes 2.2
Somewhat 2.3
No 2.4
Definitely No 2.5
Student
Citizen
1 2 3
Median
4 5
“ 2
Mean Median Meaning
(Group Response) 2.61 2 Yes
Result:
The majority of respondees indicated that they knew the purpose
of vocational education. The assumption is supported by the data.
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Assumption 1C
The majority of persons completing the survey will respond that
they know the purpose of career education.
3. Do you know the purpose of Career Education? Definitely Yes 3.1
Yes 3.2
Somewhat 3.3
No 3.4
Definitely No 3.5
(Group Response) 2.17 2 Yes
Result:
The majority of respondees indicated that they knew the purpose
of career education. The assumption is supported by the data.
DDDD
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Assumption ID
The majority of persons completing the survey will respond that
they know the purpose of adult retraining.
4. Do you know the purpose of Adult retraining?
Definitely Yes 4.1
Yes 4.2
Somewhat 4.3
No 4.4
Definitely No 4.5
Mean Median Meaning
(Group Response) 2.S6 2 Yes
Result:
The majority of respondees indicated that they knew the purpose
of adult retraining. The assumption is supported by the data.
Section II; Effectiveness of programs
.
Assumption 2A
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The majority of persons completing the survey will respond that
present secondary programs are only partially meeting the needs of the
student.
12. Do you feci that the schools in your
community prepare students to get the
type of job they want?
Definitely Yes 12.1
Yes 12.2
Somewhat 1 2.3
No 12.4
Definitely No 12.5
Mean Median Meaning
(Group Response) 3.10 3 Somewhat
Students 3.14 3 Somewhat
Parents 3.13 3 Somewhat
Citizens 1.19 1 Definitely Yes
Result:
The citizen respondees were much more optimistic than were the
students and their parents. However, the over-all data indicates that
the programs are only meeting the needs somewhat and therefore does
support the assumption.
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Assumption 2B
The majority of persons completing the survey will respond that
present secondary programs are only partially meeting the needs of the
student.
13. Do you feci that the schools in your
community prepare students to get into
the college of their choice?
Definitely Yes 13.1
Yes 13.2
Somewhat 13.3
No 13.4
Definitely No 13.5
Student
Mean Median Meaning
(Group Response) 2.81 3 Somewhat
Students 2.88 3 Somewhat
Parents 2.50 2 Yes
Citizens 1.36 1 Definitely Yes
Result:
The citizen respondees were much more optimistic than v/ere the
students and their parents. However, the over-all data indicates that
the programs are only meeting the needs somewhat and therefore docs
support the assumption.
ODD
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Assumption 3
The majority of persons completing the survey will respond that
their occupational education needs are partially being met.
8. Do you feel that your occupational education
needs arc being met?
Definitely Yes 8.1
Yes 8.2
Somewhat 8.3
No 8.4
Definitely No 8.5
Student Parent Citizen
Median « 3
Meaning
Somewhat
Result:
The majority of respondees indicated that their occupational
education needs are partially being met. The data supports the
assumption.
DO
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Assumption 4
The majority of persons completing the survey will respond that
occupational programs are only partially meeting the needs of the
people.
7. Do you fee] that the occupational programs
tn your community are meeting the needs
of the people?
Definitely Yes 7.1
Yes 7.2
Somewhat 7.3
No 7.4
Definitely No 7.5
(Group Response) 2.88 3 Yes
Result:
The respondees indicated that the communities occupational needs
were being partially met. The data does support the assumption.
[]
Section III: Costs of program
.
Assumption 5
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The majority of persons completing the survey will respond that
a moderate increase in costs for new occupational programs would be
acceptable.
17. If new occupational education programs could be
started in your community with a moderate increase in
the total educational costs, would you be a supportive of
such programs?
Definitely Yes 17.1
Yes 17.2
Somewhat 17.3
No 17.4
Definitely No 17.5 Q
(Group Response) 2.36 2 Yes
Result:
The respondees indicated that they would support a moderate
increase in expenses for a new program. The data supports the
assumption.
Section IV: Use of guidance
.
Assumption 6
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The majority of persons completing the survey will respond that
students use the services of guidance more as they approach graduation.
9.2 How many hours have you spent with
in the past year?
a counselor None 1.
1 or less 2.
2 to 4. 3.
5 to 10 4.
10+ 5.
Grades Hourly Usage
7
8
9
10
11
1
1
1
2
-
3
3
-
4
Result:
Student use of guidance does increase as they near graduation.
The data supports the assumption.
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Assumption 7
The majority of persons completing the survey will respond that
students intending to go directly to work after graduation or to pursue
post-secondary occupational education, spend less time with guidance
counselors than other students.
9.2 How many hours have you spent with a counselor
in the past year?
9.4 If you expect to continue your formal education
after high school graduation, what kind do you
plan to seek?
None
1 or less
2 to 4
5 to 10
10+
1 .
/. .
3.
4.
5.
Occupational 1.
Junior College 2.
Technical School 3.
College or University 4.
OTHER SCHOOL 5
.
(please specify)
9.5 If you expect to choose other experiences after High School
graduation, what kind do you plan to seek?
Work 1.
Military 2.
Marriage/No Work 3.
Undecided 4.
OTHER 5
(please specify)
Result:
Students responded by checking their post graduation goal in
questions 9.4 or 9.5. This was compared to their response for 9.2.
Students intending to enter post secondary occupational education or
to go directly to work had the lowest number of hours spend with guid-
ance counselors when compared to other students. The data supports
the assumption.
DODD
Section V: Graduation goals .
Assumption 8
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The majority of persons completing the survey will respond that
most students do not plan to continue their academic education after
graduation.
Please answer only 9.4 or only 9.5," not bothT
>9.4 If you expect to continue your formal education
after high school graduation, what kind do you
plan to seek?
Occupational i.D
Junior College 2. P
Technical School 3 . n
College or University 4. a
OTHER SCHOOL 5.n
> 9.5
(please specify)
If you expect to choose other experiences after High School
graduation, what kind do you plan to seek?
Work 1.
Military 2.
Marriage/No Work 3.
Undecided 4.
OTHER 5
.
(please specify)
Result:
Responses indicated that 37% of the students intend to attend a
college or university and 8% of the students intend to attend a junior
college for a total of 45% of all students. Most students do not plan
to continue their academic education after graduation. The data does
support the assumption.
ODD
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Assumption 9
The majority of persons completing the survey will respond that
being able to get a job after graduation is an important concern of
secondary students.
14. Do you feel that the schools in your Definitely Yes 14.1 Q
community should help place graduates Yp« \& i n
in a job? ' SomewtaluJD
No 14.4
Definitely No 14.5
Result:
The responses indicate that 37% of the students intend to go to
work immediately after graduation and the data indicates they are con-
cerned about finding a job after school. The majority of students indi-
cated they would like the schools to help place graduates in a job.
The data supports the assumption.
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In this chapter, selected data from the Occupational Education
Attitude Survey has been given in support of the nine assumptions stated
for Part I, Sections I through V. Chapter V contains data for the as-
sumptions given for Part II of the survey which deals with facilities
and programs.
CHAPTER V
SURVEY FINDINGS ON FACILITIES, PROGRAMS AND GUIDANCE
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In Part II of the Occupational Education Attitude Survey (see
Appendix A), two sections are utilized. Section I solicits informa-
tion concerning respondees attitudes toward occupational education,
facilities and guidance for themselves. Section II solicits attitudes
on the exact same subjects but as applied to the community. The pur-
pose of the two components is to determine the respondees feelings
about occupational education for other people as well as for
themselves.
There are six assumptions examined in this chapter. They are
listed below.
1. Occupational education is important to themselves and for
the community.
2. Specialized vocational high schools are acceptable to them-
selves and for the community.
3. Educational programs conducted at two or more sites are ac-
ceptable to themselves and for the community.
4. One high school for all educational programs is acceptable
to themselves and for the community.
5. Testing and guidance for occupational education are important
to themselves and for the community.
6. Career planning is important to themselves and for the
community.
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Occupational Education Attitude Survey, Part II
Section I: Semantic differential
.
Assumption 1A
The majority of persons completing the survey will respond that
occupational education is important to themselves.
As it applies to me,
I feel that OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION is:
Necessary
Refuse
Smart
Bad
Unwilling to attend
Useful
Sound Investment
Reject
Wise
Student
Student
Parent
Citizen
Result:
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
Mean Median
2.83 3
2.63 3
2.44 2
Investment
Slightly Positive
Slightly Positive
Rather Positive
0 000 Unnecessary
0 000 Accept
0 000 Dumb
0 000 Good
0 000 Willing to attend
0 000 Useless
0 000 Unsound
0 000 Take
0 000 Unwise
The data indicates a positive reaction to the importance of oc
cupational education. The data supports the assumption.
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Assumption IB
The majority of persons completing the survey will respond that
occupational education is important for the community.
As I apply it to my community,
I feel OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION is:
Necessary 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unnecessary
Refuse 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Accept
Smart 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Dumb
Bad 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Good
Unwilling to attend 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Willing to attend
Useful 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Useless
Sound Investment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unsound Investment
Reject 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Take
Wise 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unwise
Student Parent Citizen
4 5 G 7 12
Median Median s 3 Median = 2
Mean Median Meaning
Student 2.99 4 Neutral
Parent 2.64 3 Slightly Positive
Citizen 2.57 2 Rather Positive
Result:
The data indicates a positive reaction and therefore supports
the assumption
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Assumption 2A
The majority of persons completing the survey will respond that
specialized vocational high schools are acceptable to themselves.
As it applies to me,
I feel that SPECIALIZED VOCATIONAL HIGH SCHOOLS are
Good 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Bad
Reject 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Take
Sound Investment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unsound Investment
Unnecessary 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Necessary
Refuse 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Accept
Wise 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unwise
Smart 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Dumb
Unwilling to attend 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Willing to attend
Useful 0 0 0 0 0 u 0 Useless
Student
Parent
Citizen
Result:
2.90
2.70
2.66
3 Slightly Positive
3 Sliqhtly Positive
4 Neutral
The data shows that specialized vocational high schools are ac-
ceptable to the individual. The data supports the assumption.
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Assumption 2B
The majority of persons completing the survey will respond that
specialized vocational high schools are acceptable for the community.
As I apply it to my community,
- I feel that SPECIALIZED VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS are:
Good 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Bad
Reject 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Take
Sound Investment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unsound Investment
Unnecessary 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Necessary
Refuse 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Accept
Wise 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unwise
Smart 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Dumb
Unwilling to attend 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Willing to attend
Useful 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Useless
Student 3.00 3 Slightly Positive
Parent 2.63 3 Slightly Positive
Citizen 1.67 l Extremely Positive
Result:
The data shows that specialized vocational high schools are ac-
ceptable for the community. The data supports the assumption
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Assumption 3A
The majority of persons completing the survey will respond that
educational programs conducted at two or more sites are acceptable to
themselves.
As it applies to me,
I feel that EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS AT TOO OR MORE SITES are:
Wise 000
Reject 000
Necessary 000
Useless 000
0 000 Unwise
0 000 Take
0 000 Unnecessary
0 000 Useful
Unwilling to attend 000 0 000 Willing to attend
Smart 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Dumb
Good 000
Refuse 000
Sound Investment 000
0 0 O o Bad
0 000 Accept
0 000 Unsound Investment
Student
Parent
Citizen
Result:
3.43
3.99
3.48
-1
4
4
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
The data is overwhelmingly neutral. The data does not support
the assumption
5G
Assumption 3B
The majority of persons completing the survey will respond that
educational programs conducted at two or more sites are acceptable for
the community.
As I apply it to my
I feel that EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS AT
Wise 000
Reject 000
Necessary 000
Useless 000
Unwilling to attend 000
Smart 000
Good 000
Refuse 000
Sound Investment 000
community,
TWO OR MORE SITES are:
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Student Parent
Unwise
Take
Unnecessary
Useful
Willing to attend
Dumb
Bad
Accept
Unsound Investment
Meaning
Neutral
Neutral
Slightly Positive
Mean Median
Student
Parent
Citizen
Result:
The data is neutral. The data does not support the assumption.
3.53 4
4.20 4
2.85 3
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Assumption 4
A
The majority of persons completing the survey will respond that
one high school for all educational programs is acceptable to
themselves.
As it applies to me,
- that 0NE HIGH SCHOOL FOR ALL EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS is:
. Smart 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Dumb
Unwilling to attend 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Willing to attend
Wise 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unwise
Unsound Investment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Sound Investment
Reject 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Take
Good 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Bad
Useful 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Useless
Refuse 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Accept
Necessary 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unnecessary
Student Parent Citizen
Student 3.05 4 Neutral
Parent 3.59 4 Neutral
Citizen 3.28 3 Slightly Positive
Result:
The data is neutral The data does not support the assumption
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Assumption 4B
The majority of persons completing the survey will respond that
one high school for all educational programs is acceptable for the
community.
As I apply it to my community,
I feel that ONE HIGH SCHOOL FOR ALL EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS is:
Smart 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Dumb
Unwilling to attend 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Willing to attend
Wise 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unwise
Unsound Investment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Sound Investment
Reject 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Take
Good 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Bad
Useful 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Useless
Refuse 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Accept
Necessary 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unnecessary
Student Parent Citizen
Parent
Citizen
2.97
2.41
Neutral
Rather Positive
Result:
The data is neutral. The data does not support the assumption,
although citizens responded positively
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Assumption 5A
The majority of persons completing the survey will respond
that testing and guidance for occupational education are important to
themselves.
T , . .
As it applies to me,
_eel. that TESTING and GUIDANCE FOR OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION is:
Student
Useful 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Useless
Unwilling to attend 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Willing to attend
Sound Investment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unsound Investment
Dumb 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Smart
Refuse 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Accept
Good 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Bad
Necessary 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unnecessary
Reject 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Take
Wise 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unwise
Parent Citizen
Student
Parent
Citizen
Result:
Mean
3.26
2.49
3.04
Median
3
2
3
Meaning
Slightly Positive
Rather Positive
Slightly Positive
The data indicates a slightly positive reaction to the impor-
tance of testing and guidance and therefore does support the assumption
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Assumption 5B
The majority of persons completing the survey will respond that
testing and guidance for occupational education are important for the
community.
As 1 apply it to ray community,
1 l£el that TESTING and GUIDANCE FOR OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION is:
Useful 000 0 000 Useless
Unwilling to attend 000 0 000 Willing to attend
Sound Investment 000 0
Dumb 0 0 0 0
Refuse 000 0
Good 000 0
Necessary 000 0
Reject 000 0
000 Unsound Investment
000 Smart
000 Accept
000 Bad
000 Unnecessary
000 Take
Wise 000 0 000 Unwise
Student Citizen
Student
Parent
Citizen
Result:
3.23
2.64
1.65
4
3
1
Neutral
Slightly Positive
Extremely Positive
The data indicates a slightly positive reaction to testing and
guidance and therefore does support the assumption.
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Assumption 6A
The majority of persons completing the survey will respond that
career planning is important to themselves.
As it applies to me, I feel that
the Education of Learners TO PLAN FOR CAREERS IN LIFE is:
Accept 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Refuse
Unwise 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Wise
Good 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Bad
Reject 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Take
Useless 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Useful
Willing to attend 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unwilling to attend
Sound Investment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unsound Investment
Dumb 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Smart
Necessary 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unnecessary
Student
Parent
Citizen
Result:
Parent
2.71 3
2.52 3
3.07 3
Meaning
Slightly Positive
Slightly Positive
Slightly Positive
reaction to career plan-The data indicates a slightly positive
ning and therefore does support the assumption
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Assumption 6B
The majority of persons completing the survey will respond that
career planning is important for the community.
As I apply It to my community, I feel that
the Education of Learners TO PLAN FOR CAREERS IN LIFE is:
Accept 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Refuse
Unwise 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Wise
Good 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Bad
Reject 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Take
Useless 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Useful
Willing to attend 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unwilling to attend
Sound Investment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unsound Investment
Dumb 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Smart
Necessary 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unnecessary
Student Citizen
4 -6-
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Median = 3 Median = 3
Mean Median Meaning
Student 2.87 3 Slightly Positive
Parent 2.66 3 Slightly Positive
Citizen
Result:
1.75 1 Extremely Positive
Trie data indicates a slightly positive reaction to career plan-
ning and therefore does support the assumption.
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In tins chapter, data was presented to prove or disprove assump-
tions about occupational facilities, programs and guidance. In Chapter
VI, Conclusions, Recommendations and Impact, the actions resulting from
the survey will be described.
CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND IMPACT
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Assumptions, data and results of the Occupational Education At-
titude Survey were presented in Chapters IV and V. From the data pre-
sented, certain conclusions may be drawn.
Conclusions
1. The members of the four town area most directly affected by
possible changes in occupational education felt that they understood
the purpose of occupational programs and that occupational programs
are important.
2. Members of the communities felt that occupational programs
were only partially meeting their needs or the needs of their
community.
3. Members of the communities felt that new occupational pro-
grams offered at a moderate increase in costs would be acceptable.
4. Members of the communities felt that the location of occu-
pational programs was not of prime importance.
5. Members of the communities felt that testing, guidance and
career planning for occupational education were of value.
6. Members of the communities felt that most students do not
plan to go on to higher education and that being able to yet a job
after graduation from secondary school is of concern.
7. Members of the communities felt that counseling time per
year increases slightly as students approach graduation and that
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students intending to go directly to work or into occupational educa
tion do not spend as much time with guidance counselors as other
students.
Recommendations
One purpose of the Occupational Education Attitude Survey was
to gather data to aid the Occupational Education Regional Planning
Board of the four town area of Hingham, Hull, Milton and Weymouth,
Massachusetts. The author did provide data to the board through one
of its members, Mr. John Collins, Director of the Weymouth Vocational
Technical High School.
The following recommendations then are offered for other occu-
pational educators, the Massachusetts Division of Occupational Educa-
tion and other interested parties nationally.
1. The Occupational Education Division should assist each com-
munity planning significant changes in occupational offerings, to
conduct a community survey to determine citizen feelings toward the
proposed changes. Traditional beliefs pertaining to needs, costs and
locations of occupational offerings were not borne out by this study.
2. Further research should be conducted by the Massachusetts
Research Coordinating Unit into the counseling practices for students
with non-academic post graduate goals. The limited counseling time
spent by such students does not correlate with their expressed in-
terest in occupational testing, planning and placement.
3. Occupational planning and programs should be developed
which take into consideration the data revealed by this study.
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Especially pertinent are community attitudes which express a need for
new programs, a willingness to assume a moderate increase in costs and
a neutral feeling about the alternatives for the location of such
programs.
Traditionally, it has been felt that the parties interested in
a communities educational offerings, particularly students, would be
highly concerned about the location of such programs. This study does
not bear out such a belief. Although there were minor variations in
the degree of feeling, the majority of respondees were neutral about
the location of programs.
State Impact
As might be expected, a survey involving students, parents and
other citizens within a four town area, generates a number of events
evolving directly from the activities of the survey.
A follow-up study is now underway in Plymouth, Massachusetts,
based upon a modification of the Occupational Education Attitude
Survey utilized for this study.
Several other communities involved in the planning of new occu-
pational programs, have expressed interest in receiving assistance for
the administration of the survey.
The Occupational Education Regional Planning Board of the four
town area involved in this study, commissioned an additional study
within the area for the purpose of gathering information on alternative
delivery systems for occupational education.
G7
The new study includes data gathered in the early stages of
tins study. The section on delivery systems models is included as
Appendix W, for those educators interested in the problem of occupa-
tional delivery systems.
Program Development
During the information gathering stage of this study, the author
was appointed Project Director of Project E/D Model, an occupational
education evaluation/diffusion project to be conducted for the Occupa-
tional Education Division of the Massachusetts State Department of
Education. See Appendix J.
As the Project Director, it was possible to build a process for
dissemination of alternative models for occupational offerings, based
upon the data revealed by the Occupational Education Attitude Survey.
During the summer of 1973, the survey sheets were scored, keyed
for the computer, punched onto data cards and loaded into the computer
tapes. As the preliminary data began to emerge, it was apparent that
the occupational education models to be developed by the author, would
need to meet several criteria revealed by the study. They were that
implementation costs would have to be moderate, that alternative facil-
ity modes would have to be presented for delivery of programs, and that
career and employment information and activities would have to be
included.
As the survey data was refined, sufficient grounds were estab-
lished for the development and submission of a funding proposal which
would allow the author to construct implementation models for the
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expansion of occupational education programs. See Appendix K. The
proposal was approved on October 5, 1973, and work began on models
meeting the criteria of moderate costs, alternative delivery modes and
the inclusion of occupational information and activities.
Through numerous discussions with Bureau Chiefs of the Occupa-
tional Division of the Massachusetts Department of Education, Dr.
George James of the Fitchburg Administration and Leadership Develop-
ment Program and personnel of several Local Educational Agencies, a
process for dissemination of models emerged. There were to be four
products for each of the models. They were:
1. Informational Flyer - For alerting school administrators
throughout the Commonwealth to the availability of a new occupational
education program. See Appendix S.
2. Slide/Cassette Overview - For Occupational Coordinators in
the Massachusetts Regional Education Centers to show to interested
school system boards and administrators. See Appendix T.
3. Task Scheduling Chart and Checklist - For program imple-
mented needing more detailed information on the program and available
resources. See Appendices U and V.
By January 1974, the four above products had been developed un-
der the direction of the author, for six occupational programs meeting
the criteria revealed through analysis of data from the Occupational
Education Attitude Survey. The program models developed offer school
systems wishing to implement occupational offerings, several alterna-
tives to the traditional regional vocational -technical school pattern
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within the Commonwealth. A brief description of each program is list-
ed below. For more detailed information, see Appendices L, N, 0, P,
Q, R and S.
1. Occupational Exploratory Program. The program allows Junior
High boys and girls to interact with hands-on shop activities, an oc-
cupational resource center, field trips and guest speakers. The major
purpose is to help Junior High students to make a more reasonable
choice of course work and skills training at the beginning of their
secondary education.
2. Mobile Occupational Program. The mobile concept allows co-
operating school districts to share the mobile occupational facilities
on a round-robin basis. The concept is normally used until permanent
facilities become available although some districts phase units in and
out depending upon the training needs of the area.
3. Leased Occupational Facilities Program. It is generally
recognized that an expansion of permanent facilities to increase
secondary occupational offerings would take three to five years. As
an interim measure, facilities are leased allowing for occupational
offerings within ninety days at a cost of approximately one dollar per
square foot.
4. Occupational Exploratory Program (IACP). The program al-
lows Junior High boys and girls to experience the industrial processes
of manufacturing and construction. Ho special facilities are needed
and after the initial investment, the costs per student are comparable
to the traditional industrial arts program.
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5. Collaborative Occupational Program. The project was estab-
lished so that academic and vocational instructors, in different
school districts, could cooperate to motivate students categorized as
"potential dropouts," to work an extended school day in order to obtain
vocational training and a high school diploma. The students also gain
skills that offer them prospects for job placement upon graduation.
6. Subject Related Career Exploration Program. The project is
used in such a way that high school English, Science, Mathematics and
Social Studies teachers can integrate occupational information and ex-
ploratory experiences into their curriculum. The project is especially
appropriate for secondary students who are not enrolled in vocational
education and are not in the college bound courses.
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts has six Regional Education
Centers. Each Center has one Regional Coordinator of Occupational Edu-
cation assigned to assist Local Educational Agencies to implement occu-
pational education programs and practices. On February 6, 1974, a con-
ference was held at Framingham, Massachusetts, for the purpose of turn-
ing over the six completed programs to the Regional Coordinators of
Occupational Education. See Appendix M.
In the few weeks following the conference, the Regional Coordi-
nators were able to demonstrate the new programs to numerous school
boards and administrators. Acceptance of the new programs was high and
proposals for implementation forthcoming. Based upon this response, a
new proposal was submitted and approved for additional funds for more
models.
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National Impact
Both the Occupational Education Attitude Survey and the six
model occupational programs developed as a result of the survey, have
been submitted to the Education Research Information Center so that
they are available to educators nationally.
In addition, discussions were held with Mr. Michael Russo, now
deceased. Director of Occupational Education, United States Office of
Education, Washington, D. C.. Mr. Russo expressed interest in review-
ing the survey results and in the possibility of utilizing the products
and the dissemination process of Project E/D Model.
Additionally, the materials have been presented to Dr. Sidney
High, Project Officerfor the Demonstration and Diffusion of Programs,
United States Office of Education, Washington, D. C., for considera-
tion of further development and possible use on a national basis.
In summary, the process followed during the period of the study,
consisted of the following steps.
An Occupational Education Attitude Survey was designed and ad-
ministered, data was computerized, printed and analyzed, conclusions
were drawn, recorranendations made, a series of six model programs de-
veloped and disseminated and implementation begun on a statewide basis.
In addition, the materials were submitted for use nationally.
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APPENDIX A
OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION ATTITUDE SURVEY
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Division nr
Occupational Education
'yVfaMarS/mems
/$2^7ivrrumt' fJireet. fA<(W ^i>/y
OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION ATTITUDE SURVEY:
++
Ur
J^
y 1S 3 J01J}t ®ffort of the Research Coordinating Unit,Massachusetts Department of Education, the Regional Planning Board ofHingham, Hull, Milton and Weymouth and the Superintendent of Schools of
each of the four towns, and the Vocational Director at Weymouth.
PURPOSE:
The purposes of the survey are to provide the following:
1* Research Coordinating Unit with data on possible alternatives
to current educational practices.
2. Regional Planning Board with information concerning the attitudes
of townspeople in relation to occupational education.
3. Superintendents of Schools with data for improving future
curricular offerings in your town.
The survey is designed to gather data on two factors. They are the:
1. Attitudes of students, parents, teachers and citizens toward
occupational edutation.
2. Plans of secondary students.
SPECIAL NOTE:
In addition, the Regional Planning Board has appended a list of selected
questions designed to assist their planning efforts toward a cooperative
educational effort between the four towns.
Your willingness to complete and return this survey will help each of
the agencies mentioned above to prepare for the future needs of the students
of your town and other communities across the Commonwealth. We thank you for
your assistance.
Director, Research Coordinating Unit
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My age is:
My birthdate is:
1.0 Male 3.0
2.0 Female 4.0
The town in which I reside is: 5.0
The town in which I am employed is
:
6.0
The town is which I attend school is: 7.0
0 0 0 0 0
11111
2 2 2 2 2
3 3 3 3 3
4 4 A 4 4
5 5 5 5 5
6 6 6 6 6
7 7 7 7 7
8 8 8 8 8
9 9 9 9 9
7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5
7.6
7.7
n
' PLEASE fx] BOXES WHICH APPLY TO YOU.
T
S£jdent at school
,
I am enrolled in Vocational Education I
|
I am at grade level
:
o
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Other
Teacher at school
I teach Vocational Education 777777
I teach at grade level:
.
=
.
1=1 (= CD ED
Junior High High School Post -Secondary Adult Other
Parent: I have children attending school
Parent of student enrolled in Vocational Education I—
I
Parent, I am registered to vote 1 I
Parent, I am not registered to vote 1 1
Parent: I do not have children attending school
Parent
,
I am registered to vote I I
Parent, I am not registered to vote I
[
Citizen: I have no children
Citizen, I am registered to vote .
Citizen, I am not registered to vote I I
Administrator in Education
|
1
Administrator in Vocational Education —
I
School Committee or Board of Education Member
School Committee member of Vocational Education I—
I
c
'
n
Please check here if boxes 1 X’d above are referring to
a PRIVATE SCHOOL
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REGIONAL PLANNING BOARD SPECIAL SECTION
The following questions will aid the Regional Planning Board
to reach decisions relative to future cooperative effort in
Occupational education. The Board wishes to thank you for
cooperating in this information gathering effort.
SECTION 1: PURPOSE OF PROGRAMS
1. Do you know the purpose of Occupational Education?
2. Do you know the purpose of Vocational Education?
3. Do you know the purpose of Career Education?
4. Do you know the purpose of Adult retraining?
SECTION II: EFFECTIVENESS OF PROGRAMS
Definitely Yes 1.1
Yes 1.2
Somewhat 1.3
No 1 .4
Definitely No 1.5
Definitely Yes 2.1
Yes 2.2
Somewhat 2.3
No 2.4
Definitely No 2.5
Definitely Yes 3.1
Yes 3.2
Somewhat 3.3
No 3.4
Definitely No 3.5
Definitely Yes 4.1
Yes 4.2
Somewhat 4.3
No 4.4
Definitely No 4.5
5. Which of the following do you
feel needs to be strenghtened
the most to help the students
who graduate from high school
in your town? (Please check only one)
Basic academic skills (reading, writing, mathematics, etc.) 5.1
Social development/maturiiy 5.2
Job skills for earning a living 5.3
Knowing what they want to do 5.4
Sufficient preparation to succeed in college 5.5
Knowing how to find a job 5.6
Other (Please explain) 5.7
DDDD
D
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6. In which one of the following
r .
ar^s do you feel your community Basic academic skills (reading, writing, mat^mti^ete.') 6 2
:“rt°P V"Wr8r,m? ' Adult education! 6.3(Please check only one) n .. ,College preparation 6.4
Occupational education 6.5 P
Job retraining 6.6 [HI
Other (Please specify 1 6.7 P
7. Do you feel that the occupational programs
in your community are meeting the needs
of the people?
Definitely Yes 7.1 P
Yes 7.2
Somewhat 7.3
No 7.4
Definitely No 7.5 Q
8. Do you feel that your occupational education
needs are being met?
Definitely Yes 8.1 P
Yes 8.2
Somewhat 8.3
No 8.4 P
Definitely No 8.5 P
9. Do vou feel that you know what your
occupational needs are?
Definitely Yes 9.1
Yes 9.2
Somewhat 9.3 O
No 9.4 P
Definitely No 9.5 Q
10. Do you feel that a goal of having every person
graduate from high school with the skills to
perform a job or with the ability to go on
to further education is a reasonable one for
the schools in your community?
Definitely Yes 10.1 P
Yes 10.2 P
Somewhat 10.3 P
No 10.4 P
Definitely No 10.5 P
11. At what level do you feel job skills
training should begin? (Please check only one)
Middle school (grades 6-8) 1 1 .1 P
High school (grades 9-12) 1 1 .2 P
Post high school 1 1 .3 P
12. Do you feel that the schools in your
community prepare students to get the
type of job they want?
Definitely Yes 12.1 P
Yes 12.2 P
Somewhat 12.3 P
No 12.4 P
Definitely No 12.5 P
13. Do you feel that the schools in your
community prepare students to get into
the college of their choice?
Definitely Yes 13.1 p
Yes 13.2 P
Somewhat 13.3 P
No 13.4 P
Definitely No 13.5
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14. Do you feel that the schools in your
community should help place graduates
in a job?
15. Do you feel that occupational education for all
persons in your community is a right or a privilege?
SECTION III: COSTS OF PROGRAMS
Definitely Yes
Yes
Somewhat
No
Definitely No
Very much a right
A right
Some What a right
Undecided
Some What a privilege
A privilege
Definitely a privilege
14.1
14.2 P
14.3
14.4
14.5
15.1
1 5.2
15.3
15.4
15.5
15.6
15.7
16. Do you feel that your community would benefit if
more money was spent on occupational education and
less on other programs?
17. If new occupational education programs could be
started in your community with a moderate increase in
the total educational costs, would you be a supportive of
such programs?
18. Do you feel that most other people in your community
would be supportive of new occupational education programs
if they could be started with a moderate increase in costs?
19. If starting new occupational programs were to cause
a fairly large increase in educational costs, do you
feel the people in your community would support the programs?
20. If costs were not a problem, which of the following
areas would you like to see added to the programs in
your community? (Please specify only one)
Definitely Yes 16.1 P
Yes 16.2
Somewhat 16.3
No 16.4
Definitely No 16.5
Definitely Yes 17.1
Yes 17.2 Q
Somewhat 17.3
No 17.4
Definitely No 17.5 P
Definitely Yes 18.1
Yes 18.2 P
Somewhat 18.3
No 18.4
Definitely 18.5
Definitely Yes 19.1 Q
Yes 19.2 P
Somewhat 19.3 P
No 19.4 P
Definitely No 19.5
Occupational education 20.1 P
Vocational education 20.2 P
Career education 20.3
Adult retraining 20.4 P
Other (Please explain) 20.5
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[ S,T.P. QUESTIONNAIRE section
|
Please notice that on this questionnaire, you are asked to fill in *-w 4 i
according TO HOW YOU PEEL about the heading
nir eXJmple » let us say that the heading was Ice Cream and you circled thenumbers for the words describing Ice Cream Hke this:
ICE CREAM
a. GOOD 0 o o 0 0 0 0 BAD
bi* SWEET o 0 o 0 0 0 0 SOUR
c. HARD o o O 0 0 0 0 SOFT
d. SHARP 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 DULL
e. HOT 0 0 0 0 Oo o COLD
f
.
USELESS 0 0 0 0 o O o NECESSARY
g- REDUCING 0 0 0 0 o o O FATTENING
So. Circled Meaning
Very (good)
2*__ Rather (sweet)
3*_ Slightly (hard)
Neither (sharp)
nor (dull)
5*. Slightly (cold)
6*_ Rather (necessary)
7
• Very (fattening)
Analysis of Positions Circled Above:
a. By circling the 1, you feel that ice cream is VERY good.
b. By circling the 2, you feel that ice cream is RATHER sweet.
c. By circling the 3, you feel that ice cream is SLIGHTLY hard.
d. By circling the 4, you feel that ice cream is NEITHER sharp NOR dull, OR
you are UNDECIDED between sharp or dull as It relates to ice cream.
e. By circling the 5, you feel that ice cream is SLIGHTLY cold.
f. By circling the 6, you feel that ice cream is RATHER necessary.
g. By circling the 7, you feel that ice cream is VERY fattening.
Remember : You are trying to tell us by using these words how you feel about
a heading (i.e. — Ice Cream). Filling in the circle tells us how you feel.
Here is an example for you co try:
8.0 So Far, This Questionnaire is:
Hard 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Easy (We hope you did
Hot Water 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Cold Water not leave any of
Fun 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Boring the pairs blank)
Remember : The direction toward which you circle, depends of course on which
end of the scale seems most likely or correct for the main idea you are judging.
If you feel that the main idea is equally associated/related or is completely
irrelevant/unrelated to either end word, then you should select the middle score.
IMPORTANT:
C) Be sure you mark each and every pair ONE time only.
(2) Do NOT OMIT or l$ave any pair blank.
Now please answer the questions starting on page 4. Use your first best
imp. ssion. You may wish to read the definitions on the next page before
answ. ring the questions.
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DEFINITIONS
Occupational Education which occurs below the four (4) year college levelhas as its primary purpose to fit pupils for profitable employment.
Usually involves program areas such as Agriculture, Health, Sales and
Distribution, Consumer and Homemaking, Office Occupation, Trades and
Industry, Technical, Etc.
fspecialized Vocational High School^
A school primarily operated to prepare pupils by actual work related
experiences for employment or for advanced technical learnings.
Educational Programs at Two or More Sites:
Learner attendance at two or more building locations which may involve
bussing or a shared day basis.
Testing and/or Guidance for Occupational Education:
Utilizing paper and pencil or manipulative testing to determine learner
abilities and anticipated capabilities whether interest, intellectual,
manipulative, or social-psychological, which may or may not be followed
by Guidance consultation (Guidance may occur without testing) to assist
the student to make informed Occupational Education and/or career decisions.
pOne High School for all Educational Programs:
A location at whicn a student maintains his primary membership and/or
placement in all programs, i.e., academic studies, occupational related
job experiences, physical and social and aesthetic education opportunities,
under one roof or on one campus setting, which usually does not involve
transportation during the class day.
The Education of Learners to Plan for Careers in Life:
Assisting the learner to develop understandings to use resources (1) pro-
vided, (2) located, or (3) for which search must be under taken-via appropriate
skill and attitude development, which will assist him or her to better
determine his or her own immediate and long-range employment/social goals.
This may include re-education or updating of skills
.
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I AM RATING THIS AS IT APPLIES TO ME
Occupational Education which occurs below
the four (4) year college level has as itsprimary purpose to fit pupils for profitable
employment
.
_Vary
Rather
_
Slightly
LEqual or Doesn't Apply
I feel
As it applies to me,
that OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION is:
A8
I feel that TESTING and
it applies to me,
GUIDANCE FOR OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION is:
Necessary 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unnecessary Useful 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Useless
Refuse 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Accept Unwilling to attend 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Willing to attend
Smart 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Dumb Sound Investment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unsound Investment
Bad 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Good Dumb 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Smart
Unwilling to attend 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Willing to attend Refuse 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Accept
Useful 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Useless Good 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Bad
Sound Investment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unsound Investment Necessary 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unnecessary
Reject 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Take Reject 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Take
Wise 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unwise Wise 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unwise
As it applies to me,
I feel that SPECIALIZED VOCATIONAL HIGH SCHOOLS are:
As it applies to me,
I feel that ONE HIGH SCHOOL FOR ALL EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS is:
Good 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Bad Smart 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Dumb
Reject 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Take Unwilling to attend 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Willing to attend
Sound Investment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unsound Investment Wise 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unwise
Unnecessary 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Necessary Unsound Investment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Sound Investment
Refuse 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Accept Reject 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Take
Vise 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unwise Good 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Bad
Smart 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Dumb Useful 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Useless
Unwilling to attend 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Willing to attend Refuse 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Accept
Useful 0 0 0 0 0 u 0 Useless Necessary 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unnecessary
As it applies to
I feel that EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS AT
me,
TWO OR MORE SITES are:
As it applies to
the Education of Learners TO
me, I feel that
PLAN FOR CAREERS IN LIFE is:
Wise 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unwise Accept 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Refuse
Reject 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Take Unwise 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Wise
Necessary 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unnecessary Good 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Bad
Useless 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Useful Reject 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Take
Unwilling to attend 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Willing to attend Useless 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Useful
Smart 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Dumb Willing to attend 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unwilling to attend
Good 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Bad Sound Investment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unsound Investment
Refuse 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Accept Dumb 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Smart
Sound Investment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unsound Investment Necessary 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unnecessary
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I AM RATING THIS AS. IT APPLIES TO MY GOMMUNITY
Occupational Education which occura below
the four (4) year college level has as its
primary purpose to fit pupils for profitable
employment
.
Ve ry
Rather
1 j— Slightly
Ut
,
w
Equal or Doesn't Apply
As I apply it to my community
I feel OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION Ls
:
As I apply it to my community,
I feel that TESTING and GUIDANCE FOR OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION la:
Necessary 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unnecessary Useful 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Useless
Refuse 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Accept Unwilling to attend 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Willing to attend
Smart 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Dumb Sound Investment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unsound Investment
Bae 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Good Dumb 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Smart
Unwilling to attend 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Willing to attend Refuse 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Accept
Useful 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Useless Good 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Bad
Sound Investment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unsound Investment Necessary 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unnecessary
Reject 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Take Reject 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Take
Wise 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unwise Wise 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unwise
As I apply it to my community,
1 feel that SPECIALIZED VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS are:
As I apply it to my community,
I feel that ONE HIGH SCHOOL FOR ALL EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS is:
Good 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Bad Smart 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Dumb
Reject 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Take Unwilling to attend 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Willing to attend
Sound Investment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unsound Investment Wise 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unwise
Unnecessary 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Necessary Unsound Investment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Sound Investment
Refuse 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Accept Reject 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Take
Wise 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unwise Good 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Bad
Smart 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Dumb Useful 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Useless
Unwilling to attend 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Willing to attend Refuse 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Accept
Useful 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Useless Necessary 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unnecessary
As I apply it to my community,
I feel that EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS AT TWO OR MORE SITES are:
As I apply it to ray community, I feel that
the Education of Learners TO PLAN FOR CAREERS IN LIFE is:
Wise 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unwise Accept 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Refuse
Reject 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Take Unwise 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Wise
Necessary 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unnecessary Good 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Bad
Useless 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Useful Reject 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Take
Unwilling to attend 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Willing to attend Useless 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Useful
Smart 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Dumb Willing to attend 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unwilling to attend
Good 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Bad Sound Investment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unsound Investment
Refuse 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Accept Dumb 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Smart
Sound Investment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unsound Investment Necessary 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Unnecc jary
I
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rrhe five questions ~on this page Shoald be answerT^ bT student. o,C7
Student's Name_
Please Print Last First Initial
Check one for each question.
9.1 Are you interested in getting an education which Yes 1.
' No 2.
Maybe 3
.
Undecided 4.
None 1
1 or less 2.
2 to 4 3.
5 to 10 4.
10+ 5.
9.3 What course in high school do you expect to follow
for graduation?
Job Related 1.
Technical Job Related 2.
Advanced Education 3.
College Preparatory 4.
OTHER 5
would prepare you with job skills and advanced
technical training or education in the future?
9.2 How many hours have you spent with a counselor
in the past year?
(please specify)
Please answer only 9.4 or only 9.5, not both.
-> 9.4 If you expect to continue your formal education
after high school graduation, what kind do you
plan to seek?
Occupational
Junior College
Technical School
College or University
OTHER SCHOOL
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5.
> 9.5
(please specify)
If you expect to choose other experiences after High School
graduation, what kind do you plan to seek?
Work 1
.
Military 2.
Marriage/No Work 3.
Undecided 4.
OTHER 5
(please specify)
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APPENDIX B
POPULATION OF TOWNS
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POPULATION PROJECTIONS
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APPENDIX E
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE TRADE
RETAIL
AND
WHOLESALE
T
RADE
DATA
SYNTHESIS
MATRIX
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APPENDIX F
FISCAL YEAR 1972 ENROLLMENTS
94
T
0
T
A
L
Fiscal
Year
1972
EMKOl J.IU'NTS
Staff
Full
i
I'r.ri -
line
Fe-
nale
Total
r/
Male T.otal
%
Sec-
ond-
ary
Total
%
Post
Sec-
ond-
ary
Total
7.
Adult. rot •>1
7
Cra tul Total
_iae. _147 78 41 22 188 100
14.0000
—Total—Off 1 ce 188 147 ’ 78 41 22 188 100
*
i
1
|
n
14.0100
..Account fug f, Commit inn 12. L2_ _2i_ -21- 64 33 100
11
1 A .0300
.Filing & Office Mach. £ JL. _1Q0 8 100
”14. 0400
Info. Ccwnnnic. Occup. 22_ 1.5L —47 -- 17 53 32 ' 100
*'
14.0700
Stmno.
, Sec.. Related 2P __ia_ _100 ' 28 100
1 4 . 09C0
Tv ill ne f< Related Occ. 82_ 84 _ 31 3 3 87 100
l
*
i
!
H.gQ.1.42
66 29Grand Total 224 -158 71 224 100 7
1 4 . 0000
.
-Total Office 224 1 58 71 66 ?q 774 100
14.0100
Acconnrine Ft C.nmpnting 110 60 SS SO 4S 110 ion
14.0200
Business Data Proc. Sxa..
14.0300
Filing f> Office Mach.
36 ... 20 56 16 44 36 100
47 47 100 ' 47 ’loo
14.0600
Personal Trn. ft Related 31 31 100
•
31 inn
!
]__
-1 :
i
1
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Mil ton
T
O
T
A
I,
I'isca
Year
1972
1
fwkoi.i.ments
Staf
Full
6
Part
J-I.UE.
Fe-
male
ratal
'%•
Male Total
Z
'
Sec-
ond-
ary
Total
2
Post
Sec-
ond-
ary
Total
Z
Adu] t Total
7.
.C’jn?.H_IaLaJL JJJ2_
—5
1
—92L.
15JL
87_
—141. IQ!Q£__
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* *; i
_ 90 i np9.0100
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- .1 1 1U..
—U-
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C.1 <Uib
J
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.
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_24 2A_ FOIL Of, 1i nn
9.0107
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75
16 ion
1 4 . 0000
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1
T-SL-j 2 .
I
Is. 01 00
-Al_cr ULLL.inp A. CompnM im 24 1Z_ ZJ_ 7 29 24 100
1J-L2
1’ 0200
... .PntA Prflc. System ,—25 1B_ 22- 7 28 25 mo |
19.0300
J.'iiine.—Office Mash. 19 15 79 4 21 19 100
14.0600
:.2L\n1jr ttu-fi..Sslated.
14.0700
-Sicno. . Sec.. & Rel.
_LL2.._ 6.6_ 5.2_ i£_ 41 112. 100
56 56 100 23 41
14.0800
A Adm. Mat.
.. 11. fi_ 46 7 54 13 mo
14.0900
plyni up.. A Related Occ.
,14.9900
Other
_2M_
.jua
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42-
9S_
44_
a_ —4... J12— 63. 75 27
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1
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Wevmouth 336
T
Fiscal
Year
1972
ENROLLMENTS
Staff
Till
'art
rime
O
T
A
• L
Fe-
male
Tptal
X'
Male rbtal
%
Sec-
ond-
ary
Total
%
foot
Sec-
ond-
ary
rota)
%
\dult ’otal
%
'
Grand Total 1504 862 5Z_ 642 43 1480 98 Of, O
_.62.9 . 000
..Total Distribution
—20
,
•
?n 100 70 100
A
-
. L
4.0700
Food Services
TjjfV .
—?Q. 20 100 20 inn
L.
9.0200
Total Occud. Pren. . 32 32 100 32 100
‘ 9.0201
_CatR. & Gy id, 0 f ChUiL. —3.2. - 32
_lqp_ 32 100
14.0000
-JEatol, Office 1091 830 76 261 24 1091 100
I
1 on
14.0100
Accounting 6 CompntinR
_34
,
33 69 67 107 i on
14.0
Bus. Data Process Sys. 44
—12. 43 .25. 57 44 . 100
,
14.0300
—EaL? m’. & Office Mach. 627 477 76 150 24 627 100
14.0700
-
y.’jQ. Secy.
.
(, Rcl, 156 153 99 2 ' 1 155 100
i4.0900
Typing Ci Related Occ.
-UP. 135 90 15 10 150 100
14.9900
Other 12 12 100 12 100
16.0000
_ Total Technical 70 70 100 56 80 14 20
_5
16.0103
Arcliit, Technol. V 41 100 27 66 14 34
16.0108
Electronics Technol. 29 29 100 29 100
{
17.0000
' Total Trades & Industrv 291 291 100 281 97 10 3
-2_I_
) 17.0301
' Bodv & Fender 33 33 100 . 29 88 4 12
'I 17.0302
Mechanics. Auto 66 66 100 64 97 2 3
17.1001
Carpentry 78 78 100 75 96 3 4
17.1900
Graphic Arts Occud. 38 38 100 . .37 97 1 3
17.2300
A’etal Working Occup. 37 37 100 37 100
< . .3600
Woodworking Occup. 39 39 100 39 100 .
r \
1
i
BUSINESS
&
OFFICE
CLUSTER
HINGHAM
HULL
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WEYMOUTH
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SURVEY ADMINISTRATION INSTRUCTIONS
1-0 o^,- -^
e W,lich y0U *re assisting the Department of Educationto administer is m two parts:
Part 1 is the "Regional Planning Board Special Section"
Part II is the ’’Bureau of Research Coordinating Unit
S.T.P. Questionnaire."
pie checklist below contains a step-by-step procedure for adminis-
tration of this Occupational Education Attitude Survey. Should you have
a question on the administration procedure, please call your Superintend-
ent's Office.
1
. Read through the survey prior to the time of administration.
2 . Read the purposes of the survey to the persons filling it out.
Encourage then to read the cover page statement. Answer questions
asked as best as you can.
3.
___Ask the respondents to turn to the personal data sheet. Point out
that each person should check only those boxes on the LEFT AN1) RIGHT
that apply to them.
4* If you are administering the survey to teachers, ask them in addition,
to write their subject area across the top of the personal data sheet.
5.
You are now ready to administer the part of the survey titled
"Regional Planning Board Special Section." This section should be
completed by students, teachers, parents and citizens before pro-
ceeding to complete the entire questionnaire.
After completing this section have the respondents STOP.
6.
Now have the respondents turn to the sample instruction sheet for
the second section of the questionnaire. Allow them enough time
to complete the sample shown. Soot check that the sample (8.0) is
completed correctly.
7.
Next, point out the definitions page. Allow a few minutes for the
reading of the definitions. Answer questions asked as best as you
can.
8.
Point out that there are two response sheets. One for SELF and one
CONMJNITY . Have each person complete both sheets.
9.
If you are administering the survey to students, have them complete
the five questions numbered 9.1 through 9.5. Point out that
students are to answer either 9.4 or 9.5, but not both . Be sure
all students have placed their names on this page.
10. Collect all materials and tuirn them in to the Superintendent's
office
.
APPENDIX I
SAMPLE LETTER TO SURVEY PARTICIPANT
OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT
HULL PUBLIC SCHOOLS
HULL, MASSACHUSETTS
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June 1, 1973
Dear Parent,
By vote of the respective town meetings in the community
Representing Hull on the Regional Planning Board are
Mrs. Muriel Kendall 77 Samoset Avenue, Hull
301 Beach Avenue, Hull
574 Nantasket Avenue, Hull
Miss Marie Mulkern
Dr. Gerard Fay
The Board is charged with the primary responsibility of inves-
tigating different kinds of delivery systems with which to design a
more comprehensive educational effort directed toward occupational
education.
To this end, the attached survey questionnaire is submitted to
you for your contribution. The specific purposes of the survey are
explained on the front page of the questionnaire.
Your cooperation in this effort will greatly assist the Planning
Board members and the Hull Public Schools in determining to a great
extent the direction we should take in preparing future educational
efforts, especially in the area of occupational education.
The completed questionnaire should be returned to the school via
your child within three ( 3 ) days of receipt.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
(~U/Qhty'vJu t '
Richard P. Charlton
Superintendent of Schools
appendix j
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Division or
Occupational Education
*2tyka0tmenl' 6 $^</ucatc&n/
/S2^/rern&nt Street, 02///
_M_E_M ORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
RE:
Mr
. Albert Mlawsky
Superintendent/Director
Assabet Valley Regional Vocational
Technical School
DATE: June 25, 1973
Dr. Ronald J. Saris x
Director
,
Bureau of ResearchHEoordinating Unit
Project Recent and Project E./D. Model
. 1
This memorandum is to notify you and the Assabet ValleyRgional Vocational Technical School Board, that as of June 30 1973H
: BYzze11 wf11 direct responsibility for Project’Uxticer/Principal Investigator Project Recent and Project E./D. Model.
,
During interim period until such time as other arrangements
are made Mr
. Martorana as Project Director of Recent will have authority
to expend funds for Project Recent, and Mr. Glenn Neifing as Project
E,//D * Model Wl11 have authority to expend funds for Project
E./D. Model. J
Thank you for your continued cooperation and support for
these activities.
RJS/mm
C.C. Dr. Charles H. Buzzell
Dr. Harold Shively
Mr. Joseph Martorana
Mr. Glenn Neifing
APPENDIX K
PROJECT E/D MODEL FUNDING PROPOSAL
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TO: Mr. Albert Mlawsky, Supt.
-Director
Assabet Valley Regional Vocational School
Fitchburg Street
Marlboro, Mass. 01752
FROM: Charles H. Buzzell, Associate Commissioner
Division of Occupational Education UwT *> 1973
RE: Award of Program Funds, Vocational Act of 1963 (Amendments of
1968, P.L. 90-576 and Amendments of 1972, P.L. 90-318) for
Fiscal Year (July 1, 1973-June 30, 1974)
(FY 73 Allocation)
The Division of Occupational Education is pleased to announce that the Board
of Education approved your application for Fiscal Year 1974 funding under the
ocational Education Act. This grant is to be used for the program activities
list below.
SCHOOL SYSTEM HO. 801 PROJECT NO. E-174
FUNDING CATEGORY Part D - Exemplary
PROGRAM TITLE Pro.lect ED/MODEL
ACCOUNT
CLASSI-
FICATION ACTIVITY •
P. L. 90-576
FUNDS
GRANTED
LOCAL ‘
CONTRIBUTION
_
..TOTAL
1000 Administration 30,670.81 -0- 30,670.81
2000 Instruction
2300-1 Salaries
2300-6 Other Expense
2400 Textbooks
2700 Guidance
5300
Equipment
Rental
7000
Equipment
Purchase
Other Cost
Total C30.670.81 =0= J30.670.81
appendix l
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January 23, 1974
PROJECT E/D MODEL PROGRESS REPORT
Phase I - June, 1973 - December, 1973
“ha
H
ve
LEA's. The
X
six models
8
!^:
*** dlsseihinatio " to Massachusetts
1* OCCUPATIONAL EXPLORATORY PROGRAM
school s°system?
S bee " develoP ed br the Massachusetts
3^hPh° 8 iam all °ws Junior High boys and girls to interactwith hands on shop activities, an occupational resource
" i
e d tri PS and guest speakers. The major purposeis to help Junior High students to make a more reasonable
choice ° f course work and skills training at the beginning
of their secondary education. S
2. MOBILE OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAM
This program is available through Brodhead Garrett,
Thiokol and other commercial companies.
The mobile concept allows cooperating school districts to
share the mobile occupational facilities on a round robinbasis: The concept is normally used until permanent
facilities become available although some districts phase
units in and out depending upon the training needs of the
area.
3. LEASED OCCUPATIONAL FACILITIES PROGRAM
This program has been implemented by the Westfield,
Massachusetts School District.
Westfield personnel recognized that an expansion of
permanent facilities to increase secondary occupational
offerings would take three to five years. As an interim
measure, facilities were leased allowing for occupational
offerings within ninety days at a cost of approximately
one dollar per square foot.
113
4. OCCUPATIONAL EXPLORATORY PROGRAM (IACP)
This curriculum has been developed by Ohio State
The program allows Junior High boys and girls to
IS
6™”? 6 industrial Processes of manufacturing
construction: No special facilities are needed
«ti^
af
J
er the lnitial investment, the costs pers udent are comparable to the traditional industrialarts program.
5. COLLABORATIVE OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAM.
This project was developed jointly by
Massachusetts Regional High School and
Regional Vocational School.
the Apponequet
the area
>
The project was established so that academic and
vocational instructors, in different school districts
could cooperate to motivate students categorized aspotential dropouts" to work on extended school daym order to obtain vocational training and a high
school diploma. The students also gain skills that
offer them prospects for job placement upon graduation.
6. DISCIPLINE RELATED CAREER EXPLORATION PROGRAM
This program is a composite of several observed around
the state.
The project is used in such a way that high school
English, Science, Mathematics and Social Studies
teachers can integrate occupational information and
exploratory experiences into their curriculum. The
project is especially appropriate for secondary students
who are not enrolled in vocational education and are
not in the college bound courses.
In addition to the six models described above, a Program
Management Supplement has been prepared for reference use by
LEA administrators.
Each of the models encompasses four products. The products
are
:
1. Informational flyer
2. Slide/cassette overview
3. Task Scheduling Chart
4. Task Scheduling Checklist
114
The four products have been producedquantities for each model.
°a in the following
1. Flyer - 2000
2. Overview - 10
3. Chart - 250
4. Checklist - 250
The distribution (presently
of each model is as follows:
occuring) of the four products
1. Flyer
A. 3 to each school district with cover letterfrom the Associate Commissioner of OccupationalEducation.
B. 25 to each of the six Regional Education Centers
C. Remainder for distribution by
as needed.
Bureau Chiefs
2 . Ove rview
A. 1 to each Regional Education Center
B. 1 to the Secondary Education Bureau Chief
C. 1 to the school district originating the program
being documented.
3. Chart and Checklist
A. 25 to each of the six Regional Education Centers.
B. Remainder to the Secondary Education Bureau Chief
In addition to the distribution described above, several comnlete
sets of all model products will be on permanent exhibit in the
resource center of Project E/D Model.
Each one of the Regional Center's occupational education
representative is being briefed on the six models prepared for
dissemination. Workshops and further in-depth briefings will be
held as needed.
APPENDIX M
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M E M 0 R A N D U M
TO: Regional Coordinators
Mr. George Rogers
Mr. Ghernot Knox
DATE:
FROM: Project E/D Model,
Division of Occupat ional/Educat
i
Department of Education
lor
/
*
February 6, 1974
A Project E/D Model Conference will be held at the
Sheraton-Tara Hotel, Framingham, Massachusetts on February
12, 1974.
Conferees may check in at the desk of the Sheraton-Tara
on February 11, 1974 as the conference will begin promptly at
9:00 A. M.
,
February 12, 1974.
For attendees checking in and remaining overnight Project
E/D Model will pay normal authorized travel to and from the
conference site, hotel lodgings and meals.
List of conferees and agenda is attached hereto.
PROJECT E/D MODEL
REGIONAL COORDINATORS CONFERENCE
FEBRUARY 12
,
1974
Program Represents i
Frank Leporini
Robert Kempton
George James
Jaan Veenpere
Conferees
John Souza
Tony Vieira
Phil Tardanico
Mike Gonzales
Di vision of Occ^tj_onal_nducation Represents iv.
Ghernot Knox
Regional Represcntat i ve
s
George Rogers Timothy Carroll
James Purcell Joseph Cangro
James Shiminsky Francis Merola
Project E/ D Mode l Representatives
Joseph W. Martorana
Glen E. Neifing
John- robert Curtin
Unicom Representative
Barry DeVincke
PROJECT E/1) MODEL REGIONAL COORDINATORS CONFERENCE
FEBRUARY 12, 1974
AGENDA
TIME T ttm discussion
1 LEADER
9:00-9:15 Outline of Conference
Methodology Martorana
9:15-9:30 Project E/D Model -
A process for expansion
Occ/Ed Martorana
9:30-10:00
10:00-10:15
Model #1 - An Occupational
Exploratory Program
Discus s ion of Resources
Veenpere
Ne L f ing
10:15-10:45
10:45-11:00
Model If 2 - A Mobile
Occupational Program
Discussion of Resources
Curtin
Nei fing
11:00-11:30
11 : 30-11 : 45
Model ft 3 - A Leased
Occupational Facilities
Program
Discussion of Resources
Tardanico
Nei fing
Lunch
1:00-1:30
1:30-1 : 4 5
Model # 4 - The World of
Construction
Discussion of Resources
James
Neifing
1:45-2:15
2:15-2:30
Model H5 - A Collaborative
Occupational Program
Discussion of Resources
Soiiza
Neif ing
2:30-3:00
3:00-3:15
Model H 6 - Discipline
Related Career Exploration
Program
Discussion of Resources
Leporini
Neif ing
Break
3:30-3:45 Program Management
Supplement Kempton
3:45-4:15
4:15-5:00
Maintenance S Care of the
Graflex Caramate
Assistance from Div/Occ/Ed
DeVincke
Knox
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/
"V
L PROJECT
£ E/D MODEL Offering students theopportunity to ac-
MODEL
quaint themselves with
the world of adult
occupations.
#1 Occupational
Exploratory Program
s
>
The need for occupational exploration Cost
Junior high school and high school freshman students
often are not exposed, through the standard curric
ulum, to the world of adult occupations. When the
time arrives for them to decide which occupational
area they will study, their choice is based on an
extremely limited background of experiences. This is
one of the reasons that many students, particularly
those enrolled in secondary occupational programs,
express dissatisfaction with their educational pro
gram.
The purpose of an occupational exploratory program
The goal of all exploratory programs is to help
students become aware of their occupational interests
and aptitudes. The individual program may consist
simply of a program of guest speakers from various
occupational areas, and dissemination of printed
career information materials; or, if facilities and
personnel are available, the program can be expanded
to include hands-on activities and field trips. Co-
operative programs in occupational exploration can
be developed between junior high and high schools or
vocational schools.
The Occupational Resource Center
The Occupational Resource, or Information Center,
manned by a trained para-professional, is the focal
point of the occupational exploratory program. It is
here that students can have access to information
through brochures, magazines, books or audio-visual
material about career opportunities. The center can
occupy any free available space in the school, such as
a portion of the library or industrial arts area, or an
empty classroom.
Occupational exploratory program
costs break down into two categories.
First, the funds needed to initiate the
program; and second, the per-pupil-
cost for operating the program once
the initial sum has been spent. These
costs will vary according to the indi-
vidual school and the funds it can
commit. As an example, suppose a
school, with a library and limited
industrial arts facility, wanted to pro-
vide an exploratory program for two-
hundred students.
For such a school, the following start-
up costs might apply:
1. Para-professional to
serve in Occu
pational Resource
Center
2. Commercial occupa-
tional information
materials
TOTAL
For the following year, the costs
could be arrived at by the following:
1. Para-professional $7,250.00
2. Additional materials 800.00
TOTAL $8,050.00
Should adequate personnel already be
available, the per-pupil-cost would be
$4.00 per year for commercial mate-
rials. The above example illustrates a
minimum program involving one staff-
ing change (either the hiring of a
$ 6,500.00
8,000.00
$14,500.00
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Department of Education Division of Occupational Education
Dr. Charles H. Buzzed Associate Commissioner
182 Tremont Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02111
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lities
- The important thingTo keep
occupational exploratory program than are the funds Sma MMk h* m0r<i Cri,ical to the success °< »"increasing staff or facilities. bome schools have started such programs without
How ,o obtain information about tatting up an occupational aXp,oratory program
the Centers are hstedXlo^"^ addresses and telephone numbers for
expiratory programs:
( 1 ) Slide/Cassette Overview <2? Task Srh^r
ma?Kna,S relatin9 to occupationalChecklist. Center personnel will arrange for you to'view the slfd^/rl ' tt Chart; - and (3) Task Schedulingto implement such a program will furnish von J.th ^Tbcu!^6 overview; and should you wish
Checklist. They will also be able' to proyide you with informadon on «he,"?yp« £££ SChedUli"9
Where to see an occupational exploratory program in use
formally evaluate!?and found^to'be suSessTiirf b^a^Tt the p
Xp,orat
|
orv
.
Pro9ram which has been
Easton, Massachusetts near Brockton. The personneMnvolved in the
Jum
£
r H '9h Sch°o1 in North
resource for other school systems wishina to imSmont t? h
P
rogram have agreed to serve as a
Occupational Education Regional Center has tee teletJhn^e ? *
®
x P |oratory program. Your
arrangements for visits.
6 Phon num ber of the Easton project and can make
REGIONAL CENTERS
Greater Boston Regional Center
Newton, Massachusetts 02159
Phone: 617 965-2405
South East Regional Center
RED #3 Buzzards Bay, Massachusetts 02532
Phone: 617-295-4991
North East Regional Center
North Andover, Massachusetts 01845
Phone: 617-682-3784
Springfield Regional Center
Springfield, Massachusetts 01104
Phone: 413-734-2167
Pittsfield Regional Center
Pittsfield, Massachusetts 01201
Phone: 413-499-0745
Worcester Regional Center
West Boylston, Massachusetts 01583
Phone: 617-835-6267
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#2 Mobile
Occupational Program
"Offering today's
students the oppor-
tunity to achieve
occupational com-
petence. "
Secondary school educators are now becoming more
aware of the need to provide students with a strong
career-oriented education as well as with a strong
academic one.
Providing the facilities and equipment necessary to
deliver this kind of exposure, however, is often too
costly and time-consuming a proposition, particularly
if, as is often the case, new construction is involved.
THE MOBILE ALTERNATIVE
An alternative to the "lack of facilities - lack of
funds" dilemma, and one which is gaining in use and
effectiveness in school systems around the country, is
the use of specially-outfitted mobile units as career
and occupational education learning centers.
Such units are similar to the mobile home in
appearance; but, unlike mobile homes, are designed
to be moved frequently; are of extra heavy-duty
construction; and can be "hooked up" at the re-
ceiving school in a matter of hours.
Any one of a number of commercial companies will
contract with a school or system to supply and outfit
occupational education trailers, as well as provide
assistance in specialized curriculum planning. Infor-
mation about these companies is available at your
Massachusetts Regional Education Center.
In addition, some of the cost of implementation, as
well as future operating costs, may be re-imbursable
under Chapter 74 of the Massachusetts General Law.
The Massachusetts Division of Occupational Educa-
tion can assist you in this area.
THE ADVANTAGES
Once implemented, a mobile
occupational education program,
particularly on a "shared time" basis!
offers many advantages to the school
or schools participating in it.
1 . New construction costs can be
avoided.
2. Personnel (teacher) costs, including
benefits, can be cut, as the teacher
in each trailer travels with that
trailer to each participating school.
3. Equipment costs are cut, as the
equipment, like the teacher, travels
to each participating school.
4. Student awareness of the world of
work and occupational possibilities
can be increased.
WHERE TO SEE THE MOBILE
CONCEPT IN ACTION
Mobile occupational education
programs are now in use in many
school systems throughout the
country. A commercial company
representative can identify and take
interested individuals on tours of
such programs in operation.
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Department of Education Division of Occupational Education
Dr. Charles H. Bussell Associate Commissioner
182 Tremont Street, Boston, Massachusetts 021 1
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WHERE TO OBTAIN INFORMATION ON SETTING UP A MOBILE PROGRAM
At the Massachusetts Regional Education Center nearest you (addresses and telephone numbers are listedbelow) you can view a slide-cassette presentation on the mobile concept. The Center can also provideyou with a Task Scheduling Chart and Task Scheduling Checklist which will be of help in implementingyour own program. *
REGIONAL CENTERS
Greater Boston Regional Center
Newton, Massachusetts 02159
Phone: 617-965-2405
South East Regional Center
RFD #3 Buzzards Bay, Massachusetts 02532
Phone: 617-295-4991
North East Regional Center Springfield Regional Center
North Andover, Massachusetts 01845 Springfield, Massachusetts 01 104
Phone: 617-682-3784 Phone: 413-734-2167
Pittsfield Regional Center
Pittsfield, Massachusetts 01201
Phone: 413-499-0745
Worcester Regional Center
West Boylston, Massachusetts 01583
Phone: 617-835-6267
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solution for meeting
immediate occupa-
tional needs.
"
#3 Leased
Occupational Facilities Program
V J
The need
A common problem for many schools contemplating
expansion programs is how to provide facilities for
immediate educational needs. This is especially true
in occupational education, where space requirements
must accommodate not only students, but also
specialized, often outsized, equipment and materials.
In such cases, the built-to-specifications, leased
facility can be the immediate solution.
The 'next-to-instant' facility
"Built-to-specs" facilities, erected by and leased from
commercial realtors or industrial park developers,
may not be able to take the place of new or expanded
permanent facilities because of local legal restraints;
but there are many short-term advantages.
. Once a site has been selected and plans drawn to
specifications, the building itself can be erected in a
very short period of time. One such facility was
built for a Commonwealth school in three months.
.
This type of building program requires no special
bond issue or election.
.
An arrangement of this type provides an oppor-
tunity to review, evaluate and modify new pro-
grams and offerings which will later be housed in a
permanent school facility.
.
Leasing offers immediacy of program expansion
and occupational offerings for regular vocational
students as well as for those with special needs.
. Leasing offers an opportunity for coopera-
tive education with industry.
. Finally, experience has shown that in-
dustrial developers are receptive to a leasing
arrangement because the buildings, once the
school has vacated them, can readily accom-
modate new commercial or industrial
tenants.
The cost
The built-to-specs, leased facility can be
acquired and maintained for a surprisingly
small outlay of funds. Chapter 71, Section 68
of the General Laws provides local school
committees with this authority. Since the
structure is built to order, no costly renova-
tion is necessary. In most arrangements, the
owner maintains the building and grounds, so
maintenance expense is confined to utilities
and equipment. One school, adopting the
leased-facility approach, computed its costs as
equalling the yearly expenditure for the
salaries of one-and-one-half teachers. Also,
one-half of the operating costs are reim-
bursable under Chapter 74.
Where to see leased-tn-spec facilities in use
The Westfield Vocational High School in
Westfield, Mass, has successfully instituted an
interim occupational program in built-to-specs
facilities. Visits to this program can be
arranged through the Regional Center near
you.
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Department of Education Division of Occupational Education
Dr Charles H Buzzell Associate Commissioner
182 Tremont Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02111
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For information on leasing as an alternative approach
REGIONAL CENTERS
Greater Boston Regional Center
Newton, Massachusetts 02159
Phone: 617 965 2405
South East Regional Center
RFD #3 Buzzards Bay, Massachusetts 02532
Phone: 617 295-4991
North East Regional Center
North Andover, Massachusetts 01845
Phone: 617-682-3784
Springfield Regional Center
Springfield, Massachusetts 01 104
Phone: 413-734-2167
Pittsfield Regional Center
Pittsfield, Massachusetts 01201
Phone: 413-499 0745
Worcester Regional Center
West Boylston, Massachusetts 01583
Phone: 617-835-6267
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What is the "World of Construction"
The "World of Construction" is an IACP (Industrial
Arts Curriculum Project) program offering junior high
school students a wider exposure, than through
conventional industrial arts, to one of the two major
industries representing the world of work: the con-
struction industry. (The "World of Manufacturing" is
the second in the two-year course.)
The emphasis of the program is on giving exposure to
job possibilities and to the interrelationship of jobs
within the industry, rather than on developing par-
ticular skills, such as carpentry or plumbing.
"World of Construction" students learn, through
simulated activities and, hands-on experience, how
roads, tunnels, bridges, dams and buildings are con-
structed and serviced in a managed production
system.
They become involved in how projects are conceived
and planned. They estimate the cost of a job and then
bid against each other for the "contract award".
Following this, they then form work units which
"follow through" on every phase of a construction
project, from choosing the site, drawing plans and
hiring personnel, through actual construction, to
closing title.
Hands-on work is done using actual materials in
scaled-down areas: a wall of a model house is
constructed; sand-boxes are used as excavation sites;
and miniature forms are used for the pouring of the
concrete.
Units on city and regional planning, housing, pollu-
tion and transportation are also included.
Adopting the Program
The "World of Construction" can be adopted and
adapted to any school with a minimum of change or
expense. Existing shop facilities will house the
curriculum with little or no modification.
Industrial arts teachers can receive instruction
in the teaching of the expanded program at
pre-service or in-service workshops conducted
by experienced W.O.C. teachers. Summer
institute programs are also given at local
universities, such as the one at Fitchburg
State Teachers College.
The World of Construction" program costs
less to implement than does a traditional
industrial arts program. There are two major
reasons for this:
No heavy and complex machinery and
equipment is required, thus no mainte-
nance or replacement costs are involved.
Materials used are recyclable over a
period of years.
The cost to install and operate the program
for five classes of 25 students each would be
approximately $40 per student for the first
year. The amount includes soft ware, hard-
ware and expendable supplies.
The operating cost decreases considerably
after the first year because of the one-time-
only need to obtain requisite hardware and
equipment.
For More Information on the
"World of Construction"
The Massachusetts Regional Education Center
in your area has information about the
"World of Construction" program. At the
Center is a Slide/Cassette presentation on the
program and additional materials, in the form
of Task Scheduling Chart and Checklist to
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Department of Education Division of Occupational Education
Dr. Charles H. Burrell Associate Commissioner
182 Tremont Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02f1
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help you in implementing the "World of Construction” in . . *
teacher-training workshops is also available there.
your sc*1001, ,nformation about
The Program in Action
The "World of Construction" has been in successful ftneratin„ .u
Meadows Junior High School in Quincy, Massachusetts The itIf#
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years at the Broad
personnel to other interested schools. Visits to Broad MeaHnuu*
sta^ have agreed to act as resource
Centers.
0 O dows ™V be arranged through the Regional
REGIONAL CENTERS
Greater Boston Regional Center
Newton, Massachusetts 021 59
Phone: 617-965-2405
South East Regional Center
RFD #3 Buzzards Bay, Massachusetts 02532
Phone: 617-295-4194
North East Regional Center
North Andover, Massachusetts 01845
Phone: 617-687-3351
Springfield Regional Center
Springfield, Massachusetts 01104
Phone: 413-734-2167
Pittsfield Regional Center
Pittsfield, Massachusetts 01201
Phone: 413-499-0745
Worcester Regional Center
West Boylston, Massachusetts 01583
Phone: 617-8358267
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Occupational Program
Expanding occupation-
al offerings through in-
ter-school cooperation.
Collaborative Occupational Program
The Need
At present, there are many more students desiring
occupational education than can be admitted for
training to the regional vocational schools.
This shortage of occupational education opportuni-
ties poses problems both for schools, which can only
offer standard curriculum; and for students, for
whom the standard curriculum is irrelevant because it
does not offer job entry training.
As a solution to this problem, a number of secondary
and vocational schools have instituted collaborative
programs within the framework of a flexible time
schedule so that students can have the benefits of
both comprehensive high school courses and occupa-
tional education courses.
How the Collaborative Occupational Program works
Essentially, a collaborative program involves the
sharing of teachers, facilities and resources between
two or more schools. Schedules, incorporating occu-
pational courses, are adopted to suit the normal
routine of the schools' day and the course needs of
the students involved. Transportation is arranged
jointly by the schools.
Such a program has successfully accommodated a
group of students from two towns in the South-
eastern part of the Commonwealth. In this case,
students who enrolled in the program spent their
mornings in academic classes at the junior high
school, and attended shop training classes at the
Vocational School in the afternoon, after that
school's regular sessions were over.
Advantages to the collaborative approach
Implementation of this type of approacn to ex-
panding career and occupational offerings, requires
careful planning on the pans of the cooperating
schools. However, once implemented, the advantages
are distinct.
• A wider range of course offerings be-
comes possible.
• Collaborative occupational education al-
lows for the testing of new programs
which may eventually be housed in new,
permanent facilities.
• The collaborative approach allows for
expanded occupational offerings for
both special and general curriculum stu-
dents.
• The collaborative approach offers the
opportunity for occupational training to
those students who want it, but are
unable to gain admittance to a Regional
Vocational School.
Cost
The two major cost items which should be
taken into consideration when planning a
collaborative program are: 1) travel, and 2)
tuition (if student attendance at a vocational
school is involved.)
An example of the cost of one such program
might be as follows, (figures represent per
student, per year costs):
Transportation $35.00
Vocational tuition 900.00
935.00
In-service training for the staff, computed on
a per student, per year basis, would add
another $10.00; or:
Transportation & Vocational Tuition $935.00
In-Service training 10.00
(per student per year) 945.00
This cost, of course, would vary with each
school system; however, the basics to be
considered remain the same.
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Department of Education Division of Occupational Education
Dr. Charles H. Burrell Associate Commissioner
182 Tremont Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02111
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How to obtain information about a collaborative occupational education program
Contact the Regional Education Center nearest you. The adrirpwc and t0 i0nhnnO „ . .
Sr' 1 ^^e/C^assette ^veiAhewf (2)* Tas'SduH^ iaskttdufing
2S?.
r Personnel will arrange for you to view the Slide/Cassette Overview. Should you wish to initiateProgram, they vyiM furnish you with a Task Scheduling Chart and Task Scheduling Checklist Theycan also provide you with information on other types of programs.
9 ^necK l - 1 n Y
Where to see a collaborative occupational program in action
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Apponequet Vocational High School in Lakeville, Massachusetts
a d o d Junior High School in Acushnet, Massachusetts, both near New Bedford. Participants in theprogram have agreed to help personnel from other school systems who are interested in
P
developing
similar programs. Your Regional Center can arrange for you to visit the program.
P 9
REGIONAL CENTERS
Greater Boston Regional Center
Newton, Massachusetts 02159
Phone: 617-965-2405
South East Regional Center
RFD #3 Buzzards Bay, Massachusetts 02532
Phone: 617-295-4194
North East Regional Center
North Andover, Massachusetts 01845
Phone: 617-687-3351
Springfield Regional Center
Springfield, Massachusetts 01104
Phone: 413-734-2167
Pittsfield Regional Center
Pittsfield, Massachusetts 01201
Phone: 413-499-0745
Worcester Regional Center
West Boylston, Massachusetts 01583
Phone: 617-835-6267
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#6 Discipline Related Career
Exploration Program
Building occupational
and career awareness
into the existing aca-
demic program.
Job-related ness
Traditionally, little emphasis has been placed on the
job-relatedness of such academic subjects as math,
science, English and social studies, as they are taught
in the secondary schools. Educators, however, are
becoming more aware of the need to stress this
relatedness so as to make the secondary school
experience a more meaningful one to both the work
and college-bound student.
The Discipline-Related Career Exploration Program
The goal of the discipline-related program is to
provide relevancy, arouse interest and motivation,
and to introduce occupational information and ex-
periences into the academic disciplines.
These goals can be accomplished with teacher cooper-
ation and minimal classroom modification.
Teachers can help with such a program by introduc-
ing career units into their lesson plans; and by
distributing career information in the form of pam-
phlets, brochures and other materials, on occupations
related to their disciplines.
In-class Information Centers
A discipline-related Information Center can be easily
established within a classroom. The Center can be a
table, a set of cabinets or other work area set aside
where occupational materials are kept for student use
during the academic class.
The size of the Center, however, is not as important
as the quality and presentation of the career materials
in it.
Cost
The costs to institute a Discipline-Related Career
Exploration Program can be broken down into two
categories: 1) funds needed to equip existing class-
rooms with work stations and career information;
and, 2) subsequent, per-pupil operating costs.
The costs will vary according to the program;
however, the following example may be typi-
cal. To equip a chemistry lab with career
stations and materials, the following break-
down might apply:
1. Para-professional to work with
teacher or teachers $6,500.00
2. Work stations and cabinetry for
storage and individualized projects
could amount to $100.00 per
running foot. (One time cost) 5,400.00
3. Program materials (Initial Costs) 9,000.00
TOTAL $20,900.00
For the following year, and every year there-
after, the cost could be:
1. Para-professional (6% increase) 7,250.00
2. Additional materials 900.00
TOTAL 8,150.00
Should adequate personnel already be avail-
able, the per-pupil cost would be $14.00 for
the initial year, and $9.00 per pupil every
year after. This estimate is based on 100
students utilizing the chemistry area.
The above example illustrates a moderate
program involving one staffing change: the
hiring of a para-professional. Some schools
may already have such personnel on their
staff.
A system adopting a Discipline-Related pro-
gram should utilize its teaching staff to the
fullest. The success of the program depends
on the teachers' willingness to cooperate and
use their imagination in bringing occupational
relevance to the courses they teach.
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Department of Education Division of Occupational Education
Dr. Charles H. Buzzed Associate Commissioner
182 Tremont Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02111
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To obtain information on Discipline-Related Career Exploration Programs
Contact the Massachusetts Regional Education Center in your area for more information on theseprograms. At the Center you can view a Slide/Cassette Presentation on the concept and obtain other
KXSllV" ft® f°rm °f a TaSk '*chedulin9 Chart and Task Scheduling Checklist to help you inimplementing the program in your school.
REGIONAL CENTERS
Greater Boston Regional Center
Newton, Massachusetts 02159
Phone: 617-965-2405
South East Regional Center
RFD #3 Buzzards Bay, Massachusetts 02532
Phone: 617-295-4194
North East Regional Center
North Andover, Massachusetts 01845
Phone: 617-682-3351
Springfield Regional Center
Springfield, Massachusetts 01104
Phone: 413-734-2167
Pittsfield Regional Center
Pittsfield, Massachusetts 01201
Phone: 413-499-0745
Worcester Regional Center
West Boylston, Massachusetts 01583
Phone: 617-835-6267
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The Discipline-Related Occupational
Program remodels the facilities as
well as the career information
curriculum.
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TASK SCHEDULING
CHECKLIST
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Department of Education Division of Occupational Education
Dr. Charles H. Buzzell Associate Commissioner
182 Tremont Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02111
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This task scheduling checklist is a product of Project E/D Model of The Massachusetts Division of.
Occupational Education, Department of Education and is financed under the provisions of Public Law 90-576, as
amended, by The U. S. Department of Health, Education & Wtelfare.
The Assabet Valley Regional Vocational School District, Marlborough, Massachusetts, is gratefully
acknowledged as the Project Administrative Agency.
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FOREWORD
This task scheduling checklist is provided to help you implement a Discipline-Related Career
Exploration Program in your school. Before attempting ,o use the checklist, you may wish to avail
yourself of several related resources.
The Massachusetts Regional Education Center near you has a slide-cassette overview which
shows an exploratory program in use. Also, the Center has a task scheduling chart which can be
used with this checklist.
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Identify career education goals
1.1 Examine state educational goals
1.2 Review system goals
1.3 Study USOE career education goals
1.4 Include goals to enhance:
1.4.1 Self fulfillment
1.4.2 "Good” citizenship
1.4.3 Work attitude
1.4.4 Career employability
1.4.5 Career mobility
2.0 Write program i
2.1 Obtain
2.2 Include
2.2.1
2.2.2
2.2.3
2.2.4
2.2.5
and capabilities.
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Specify program concepts
3. 1 Examine career education goals and rationale.
3.2 Include concepts such as:
Preparation of students for careers.
Contribution of disciplines toward careers.
induS^.'
eamin9 enviTOnmen,s
community, business end
3.2.1
3.2.2
3.2.3
3.2.4 Flexible student exit and entry.
3.2.5 Career education experiences compatible with self, family and community.
Identify occupational clusters
4.1 Include tho 15 occupational clusters recommended by USOE.
4.2 Emphasize occupat ional clusters appropriate to local business and industry.
CM
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Secure school committee or local approval
5.1 Include all responsible personnel.
5.1.1 School Committee
5.1.2 Superintendent
5.1.3 Principal
5.2 Ask for review by others if necessary.
Appoint a Career Education Coordinator
6.1 Select a person knowledgeable in occupational clusters.
6.2 Select a person who has experience in curriculum development.
6.3 Instruct program coordinators to act as liaison between school and the community.
6.4 Assign coordinator to work with teachers and integrate career experiences with the
teachers' current curriculum.
6.5 Conduct community and student surveys.
6.6 Identify community resources.
6.7 Develop occupational resource centers.
6.8 Conduct in service workshop training for staff development.
§;
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Specify projuct goals
7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5
7.6
Utilize classrooms for career explorations.
Relate subject area to occupations.
Develop "hands on" activities for each discipline.
Expose students to most common occupations related to each discipline.
Orient students to the employability opportunities in selected occupations.
abates and
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Conduct a job survey in the community
8.1 Determine what areas of training are to be stressed.
8.2 Obtain future employment projections.
8.3 Involve business people in planning for adequate curriculum and effective
placement.
8.4 Inform the community and parents about program activities.
8.5 Obtain student interest information.
8.6 Select business establishments that will provide part time training and employment.
8.7 Supply community businesses with names of interested students.
CM
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Conduct a survey of community resources
9.1
9.2
9.3
9.4
9.5
Inventory equipment in system.
Identify alternative learning environments.
Search for talented individuals (volunteers).
Arrange for guest speakers.
Schedule visits to
9.5.1 Municipal establishments.
9.5.2 Industry and business.
9.5.3 Chamber of Commerce.
9.5.4 Clubs, associations.
10.0 Organize an advisory committee
1 0. 1 Have advisory committee:
10. 1
. 1 Determine relevancy of program to careers.
10.1.2 Supply technical information to program planners.
10.1.3 Validate career cluster information.
10.1.4 Provide data to update curriculum.
10.1.5 Aid in professional improvement planning.
g£
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Brief discipline department heads in how to:
11.1 State goals of career education.
1 1 .2 Integrate career education into discipline.
1 1.3 Develop learning activities related to discipline.
1 1 .4 Plan implementation process.
1 1.5 Prepare evaluative and diagnostic tools.
1 1 .6 Identify appropriate technology and media.
11.7 Develop a classroom management system.
1 1.8 Create a self learning environment.
Brief staff on occupational clusters
1 2.1 Work with staff to select the job clusters for which they will be accountable.
12.2 Aid staff to integrate its curriculum to career or occupational education experiences
in selected clusters.
12.3 Explain team teaching techniques.
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13.0
14.0
Create a student profile system
13.1
13.2
Establish a records system within Guidance Department.
Accumulate pertinent data on all students.
13.2.1 Record interests, aptitudes, behaviors, handicaps, etc.
Identify occupations relevant to each discipline
14.1 Distribute posters illustrating how specific occupations are related to academic
disciplines.
1 4.2 Include all common occupations related to the discipline.
§1
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Integrate career learning activities into disciplines
15.1 Assess current curriculum in each discipline.
1 5.2 Identify available resources on and off campus.
15 3 W°r
.
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n ^sources with current curriculum and develop career activities for each
discipline.
1 5.4 Work in interdisciplinary activities wherever possible for occupational clusters.
Build or purchase kits for career exploration experiences
16.1 Decide what materials are necessary for implementation.
16.2 Select vendors.
16.3 Explore sources for fabrication of materials not available from vendors.
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17.0 Assess present facilities
1 7.1 Survey facilities to identify areas suitable for
1 7.2 Arrange for alternatives.
17.2.1 Busing
17.2.2 Leasing other buildings
17.2.3 Alterations
1/.2.4 Additions
17.2.5 Mobile classroom labs, etc.
a career exploration program.
18.0 Determine renovations required
18.1 Identify physical changes required to house and implement programs.
1 8.2 Make sketches and blueprints for areas to be renovated.
I!
Determine costs
1 9. 1 Explore alternatives for making renovations.
19.2 Obtain bids for required renovations.
19.3 Complete total cost estimates.
Identify funding sources
20.1 Explore local sources.
20.2 Explore state sources.
20.3 Explore federal sources.
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21.0
22.0
Develop plans for renovating
21.1 List priority areas.
21.2 Schedule renovations by room or area.
Appropriate funds
22.1 Identify costs for specific components of the program such as renovation, hardware,
software.
22.2 Allocate funds for specific program areas.
23.0
24.0
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Order materials
23.1 Develop a stock list
23.2 Order building materials.
23.3 Order renovation materials
Select renovating team
24.1 Identify what can be done in the system by maintenance and school shops.
24.2 Select personnel.
24.3 Select bidders if work to be done by outside contract.
25.0 Start renovating in selected instructional areas
25.1
Renovate lab areas.
26.0 Order instructional hardware and software
26.1 Select source.
26.2 Obtain required materials.
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27.0 Complete renovation
27. 1 Renovate all areas to specifications.
28.0 Furnish facilities with hardware and software
28.1 Install required equipment and furniture in each area.
28.2 Identify storage areas for learning materials in each discipline room or department.
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29.0
30.0
Determine schedule
29. 1 Determine time schedule for occupancy of areas.
29.2 Determine time requirements.
29.3 Identify number of students.
29.4 Develop teaching schedule.
Orient staff
30.1 Select appropriate teaching staff.
30.2 Conduct workshops for future program operation.
s161
Complete curriculum
31.1 Plan for integration of present curriculum and career education activities.
31.2 Include all available resources in school and community.
31.3 Develop evaluative tools.
31.4 Develop classroom management systems.
32.0 Implement program
32. 1 Assign students to explore experiences in areas of interest.
Assess program
33.1 Gather student reaction data.
33.2 Gather teacher reaction data.
Determine needed revisions
34.1 Specify problems.
34.2 List recommendations.
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35.0 Revise program
35. 1 Select personnel to make the necessary revisions.
35.2 Complete revisions where necessary.
36.0 Develop a continuous evaluation and feedback system
36. 1 Distribute forms for evaluating the system.
36.2 Provide forms for feedback to identify problems.
36.3 Create a follow-up system to determine success of the
for program revision.
program and to provide data
APPENDIX U
OCCUPATIONAL DELIVERY SYSTEMS ALTERNATIVES
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delivery systems MODE LS for OCCUPATION. pmr-T-rm.
IN MASSACHUSETTS AND ACROSS THE nattoh
A * The Community College as Primary Delivery Institution
The Massachusetts Community College System has been moving
away from the traditional liberal arts transfer programs
and toward occupational education for several years.
Generally, however, the Massachusetts community colleges
occupational programs have been in business education,
health and medical fields, child development, community
services, etc. and not in the trade and industrial or
technical fields. This is due in part to the absense of
facilities and relative high operating costs in T & I and
technical education and due also to long successful
traditions of secondary technical-vocational education in
Massachusetts
.
In an effort to respond to an increasing need for T & I
and technical education several community colleges and
regional vocational schools have studied plans for coordination
and collaboration to maximize existing talent, program and
facilities by extending the use of secondary facilities to
community college students and vice versa.
In instances where the community colleges are the primary
agencies for delivery of vocational education services,
the comprehensive high schools are responsible for vocational
guidance and pre-vocational courses (often cluster oriented)
.
The primary rationale behind this system is to allow students
to develop a degree of social maturity and to have sufficient
educational experience to support decisions prior to entering
into specific occupational programs. Therefore, the comprehens
high school provides a broad exploratory experience in many
areas to assist this career development and decision making pro
Intensive, specific occupational education occurs at the post-
ive
ccc
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secondary level.
It has been found that when the total system of specific
occupational education resides at the post high school level
drop-out problems increase. Many states are now becoming
increasingly concerned about the high unemployment common to
school age youth who leave school before having acquired any
occupational competence. Though this may represent a small
minority, it does represent serious social problems.
Total Initial Cost
It is difficult to assess the cost of this delivery system a-
part from the specific functional mode adopted. Several modes
are appropriate from a sharing of secondary and post-secondary
facilities by students in both institutions to an exploratory
secondary program with specific preparation retained as a post-
secondary activity. It is the latter which is being considered
here. Given the community college as the primary delivery system
for specific occupational preparation, the initial building costs
are limited to whatever extent the secondary program needs up-
grading to provide a sound exploratory program. No construction
cost related to the specific occupational programs at the community
college need be borne by the communities involved. The cost of
constructing new facilities at the local high school, however, can
range from $35.00 to $40.00 per square foot of floor space and
from $5.00 to $10.00 per square foot for equipment. The lower
figure represents an industrial program, the higher figure a more
vocationally oriented program. An average size shop of 1,500
square feet would cost approximately (using mid-range figures)
$56,250.00 to contruct and $11,250 to equip for a total cost of a
new shop of $67,500.00. The North Shore Report noted on page 5 -
53 of this report indicates that a presently existing industrial
arts shop may be substantially up-dated for $10,000.00 to $30,000.00
depending upon the condition of existing equipment, the technical
area and level of the program.
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Yearly Operational Cost/Por Pupil Costs
Given the optimum conditions the community college delivery
system adds nothing to the tax burden of the local community
because they are funded 100% by the Commonwealth budget and
student tuitions. However, as stated above, Massachusetts
community colleges are just in the process of development
and have not thus far gone into the full range of programs
as has Oregon and California nor have they completed do jure
arrangements to co-sponsor regional occupational centers
with local communities. Yet, this latter possibility
seems to have significant cost effectiveness and the potential
to offer a wider range of occupational programs to all who
desire them - secondary, community college and adults.
It may be noted here that the operational/per pupil costs are
borne by the participating collaborating communities and are
affected principally by the size and level of the exploratory
programs bci.ng conducted. It may be useful to note here that
the average per pupil cost of all Massachusetts secondary schools
(excepting RVTS) was $1,202.43 during the 1971-72 school year.
This figure included those schools conducting exploratory in-
dustrial arts programs as well as extensive occupational education
programs. The average secondary per pupil costs of .the X-4T
communities was quite comparable $1,267.30. It seems reasonable
to assume that the average per pupil costs for the X-4T communities
would rise somewhat if this delivery system were to be adopted.
Reimbursement and Funding Potential
If courses in industrial arts become the primary exploratory pro-
gram in the cooperating communities, there is virtually no re-
imbursement potential through Chapter 74. However, the Division
of Occupational Education may fund proposals designed to initiate
or expand industrial arts programs into new areas. The continuing
costs are, of course, underwritten by the local communities. If
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exploratory programs include approved occupational courses
they can be reimbursed by 50% of its operating costs through
Chapter 74. If the school systems involved with the Community
College Delivery System develop a collaborative arrangement
and build a regional facility {even one* to administer the
collaborative program) they can benefit by the 15% Chapter 70
incentive for belonging to a region.
Facility Implications
The Community College Delivery System described in this section
does not require the construction of a central educational
facility. The existing program centers in the community college
and participating secondary schools form the primary educational
components. Of course, if the participating schools find their
programs and physical plants lacking in any quality, they may
v/ish to construct additional classrooms or shops, or upgrade
their presently operating facility.
Institutional Factors
Target Population
Strictly speaking this delivery system can provide a program
continuum extending from grade 9 through grade 14 if the ex-
ploratory program at the secondary school is included. However,
if the use of a community college facility is the primary con-
sideration the target population can include 11th and 12th grade
students, on an advanced placement or contracted services basis
and the 13th and 14th grades for specific post-high school occu-
pational preparation.
Necessary Student Mobility
Only those students involved at the 11th and 12th grades in ad-
vanced placement or contracted services v/ould be transported
betv/een facilities. All 13th and 14th year students would be
enrolled in the Community College, thereby reducing student
mobility as a concern to the secondary school to a minimum.
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Scheduling Students Between Facilities -
Since, as noted above, only a few secondary students would be
transported between facilities, there is a minimal scheduling
problem. If numbers increased, however, the concern over
efffcient movement of students could cause some difficulties in
the scheduling process. It would seem expedient in this event
that a block scheduling procedure be worked out between the
community college and the involved secondary school that would
for minimal time loss, the movement of larger numbers of
students at one time and the most effective use of available
facilities
.
Number of Students Served
If a reasonably extensive exploratory program is available in the
secondary school as many as 40 - 60% of the students can receive
a fairly broad based exposure to the world of work. This per-
centage is drastically reduced when exploratory programs are
limited to the all too common wood and metal shops and business
education. The best estimates of students served would have to
be based upon those actually participating in community college
programs through advanced placement, contracted services, or
enrollment in the 13th and 14th grades. The potential number of
students served under these standards are, by the best estimates
I can secure, no more than 10 - 2 0% of the graduating class of
participating school systems.
Human Factors
Effect on Student Social Development
Regardless of the number of students or the frequency of their
attending training at the community college facilities they re-
main enrolled in their home school and participate in all its
extra curricular activities.
It has been found that when the total system of specific
occupational education resides at the post high school level
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drop-out problems increase. Many states are now becoming
increasingly concerned about the high unemployment common to
school age youth who leave school before having acquired any
occupational competence. Though this may represent a small
minority
,
it does represent serious social problems.
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B. Regional Vocationa l-Technical School s a 3 the
Primary Delivery institution
A regional vocational school district consists of several
adjoining towns in close proximity who combine their resources
to provide extensive, specialized occupational facilities.
Many states, with incentive and funding* provided by the
vocational education acts of 1963 (PL 88-210) began an
xntensive program developing regional vocational schools.
Massachusetts is one of the leaders in the country in this
approach.
Normally the regional vocational school district is under
a separate governing body elected directly by the participating
towns. It provides a three or four year program during the
normal high school years for students who have decided to
pursue an occupational program.
Economic factors
Total Initial Cost
Total initial costs for regional vocational technical schools arc
subject to several practical dimensions. Some of these dimensions
include, the projected pupil load, number of projected program
areas, extent to which the instructional program will prepare
students with immediately saleable skills, and projected post-
secondary program areas. It is exceedingly difficult to compare
initial costs for constructing regional vocational technical
\
school facilities without arriving at some formula for equating
costs. In the absence of such a formula we are left to simply
compare facilities on the basis of total costs versus projected
enrollments, numbers of programs (Chapter 74 reimburseable) and
the time in which it was built. The Blue Hills Regional Vocational
School was constructed between 1964 and 1966 and became operational
in September of 1966. Total secondary student enrollment was
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expected to reach 800 by 1970 in the facility provided. Total
construction costs to complete the structure was $4,025,00.00
at 1964 rates. It has been estimated that this facility would
be approximately three times this cost at present construction
costs
.
Two regional facilities presently under construction may be
briefly examined to give a more current estimate of costs.
The Cape Code Regional Vocational School is being constructed at
a cost of 9.5 million dollars. It has been projected that this
facility can effectively serve a student population of between
800 and 1,000. More recent estimates, though by no means
official, claim that under normal scheduling it would be possible
to house from 1,200 to 1,400 students in the instructional program.
The Minuteman Regional Vocational Technical School facilities
are being constructed in Lexington for 14.5 million dollars. The
administration of Minuteman have claimed that over the next four
years they will reach a peak enrollment of 1,800 secondary students
The present "rule of thumb" being used by the Division of Occu-
pational Education to estimate the construction costs of a
regional vocational technical school is $10, 000 per student capacity
This estimate is borne out in the case of the two regional schools
mentioned above. Taken together the Minuteman and Cape Cod
facilities cost a total of 24 million dollars and can house con-
servatively 2,600 students, then dividing projected student
\
enrollments into total cost one arrives at a figure of $9,230
per student which approximates closely the "rule of thumb" figure
broadcast by the Division.
Yearly Operational Cost/Per Punil Cost
The nature and extent of the physical plant needed to conduct a
quality occupational education program requires a relatively high
operational cost. It seems expedient to represent the yearly
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operational budget on the basis of per pupil costs. This
technique permits a more accurate comparison of alternatives
on the dimension of yearly operational costs.
According to the 1971-72 per pupil expenditure report published
by the Massachusetts Department of Education, the average cost
per pupil across all presently functioning Regional Vocational
Schools is $1,815.00. The range includes a low per pupil cost
of $1,270.00 for Greater Fall River and a high of $3,891.00 for
South Middlesex
. Six of the thirteen regional schools fall
within plus or minus $200.00 of the median per pupil cost of
$1,815.00.
It must La remembered that the above per pupil cost are net costs
and do not reflect the Chapter 74 reimbursement or Chapter 70,
15% incentive aid. In short these costs are not reduced by any
state or federal aid. The extent of reimbursement potential of
course depends upon the number of vocational courses provided
in the regional vocational facility, and the amount of 15% in-
centive aid derived from each community participating in the
region.
Reimbursement and Funding Potential
Regarding the potential for reimbursement and funding of programs
of occupational education, the reader is referred to pages 5 -
49 and 5 - 50 for a review of Chapter 7 4 reimbursement and
Chapter 70 incentives. Briefly, a regional vocational technical
school is presently entitled to receive a reimbursement of 50%
of the net operating expenses of all approved occupational pro-
grams. These funds are returned directly to the regional
vocational-technical school and may be used to reduce the share
of sending school commitment toward the regional school budget.
School Building Assistance Bureau (SBAB) can provide construction
cost reimbursement for a regional school facility up as high as
40 - 65%. A recent meeting with Mr. Murphy of SBAB revealed that
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the X-4T comnunitie
reimbursement plus
3 would qualify for the maximum construction
405 of the required interest charges.
In addition to the above, present legislation (Chapter 71,Section 1GD of the General Laws Relating to Education) provide!that communities belonging to a regional school district will
receive an incentive of 154 of the amount of chapter 70 school
aid determined to be due them during any fiscal year. As an
example of this law, all of the X-4T communities received a
total of $5,823,587.00 Chapter 70 reimbursements during school
year 1972-73. under the provisions of Chapter 71, the region
had a potential incentive income of $804,038.00.
Facility Implieations
A regional vocational-technical school requires the building of
a completely self contained educational facility. This structv -e
muse include facilities for vocational training, a complete re-
lated and academic program, a cafeteria, guidance services, a
gymnasium and athletic field, a library, and an administrative
suite. In short, the regional vocational school will include
every service facility available in a comprehensive high school
plus an in-depth vocational education program and its accompanying
necessities
.
Institutional Factors
Target Population
In Massachusetts a regional vocational-technical school typically
serves a population from grades 9-12, sometimes grades 10 - 12.
Often the regional vocational school will provide a series of
exploratory experiences to assist the student in the selection of
an occupational preference.
Post high school programs are quite common to the regional vocational-
technical schools located in Massachusetts. Of the ten regional
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vocational- technical schools in Massachusetts providing post
high school programs
,
four offer courses in the, 13th year and
six in the 13th and 14th year. Recent legislation provides,
further, that a regional vocational-technical school can offer,
if Approved by the Board of Higher Education, courses accept-
able for credit in community colleges, ‘in fact, if 25% of the
post secondary students are enrolled in accredited courses, the
regional vocational-technical school may be designated as a
community college.
Necessary Student Mobility
There are typically no student mobility patterns associated
with this delivery system. Students are selected from the sending
schools, usually before their 9th grade begins, and become per-
manently enrolled in the regional vocational school.
Schedul.ing Students Between Facilities
None
.
Number of Students Served
The number of secondary students within a given district who can
be served by a regional vocational school averages within the
range of 6 - 10%. The new Minuteman facilities at Lexington and
The Cape Cod Regional Vocational School on Lower Cape Cod expect
to serve between 10 - 12% of their region's secondary school
populations when operating at full capacity. The thirteen regional
vocational schools presently operating in Massachusetts are
averaging approximately 780 students each. These figures, how-
ever are somewhat inflated as ten of these schools have included
13th or 13th and 14th year students in their enrollment figures.
Of the three schools reporting only 9 - 12th grade enrollments tne
average number of students is 517.
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Human Factors
—
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—51} Student Social Development
One of the presumed weakness of this system is that it tendsto exclude students who are unable or unwilling to decide bythe 8th or 9th grade upon a major in an' occupational program
which may foreclose certain college asperations. Another
criticism often leveled at this system is that it discriminates
against those who do not wish to leave their friends for an
unknown social environment.
A claim rarely advanced by those opposed to regional vocational
schools, but supported by several studies, is the positive as-
pects of a student's social development once he has become en-
rolled at a regional facility. There is evidence to indicate
that the new peer group becomes a more compatible and less
highly competitive environment through which the student can
strive to achieve recognition and social status. For those
students who do choose to leave the familiar environs of the
sending school to attend a regional facility at the 9th grade,
the regional vocational technical schools have had an outstanding
record of accomplishment. One need not travel very far to find
some of the best examples of regional vocational technical schools
in the country; Massachusetts has thirteen operational with several
Fiore on the drawing boards or under construction.
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C
* Regional Service Cente r as the Primary Delivery Institut ion
A regional service center for occupational education is a
variation on the regional vocational school model. It
differs from a regional vocational school in that the
student maintains his enrollment in his home high school
for his social and academic educational development and
travels to a specialized facility (sometimes called a Ser-
vice Center, other times a Skill Center) for his occupational
program.
Economic Factors
Total Initial Cost
The service center plant differs from a regional vocational
school in that it does not include the academic classrooms,
cafeteria, auditorium, gym facilities, and athletic fields.
Best estimates available from the Division of Occupational
Education would suggest a savings of from 30 to 50% of
capitol outlay to construct this facility. To estimate the
initial cost of a hypothetical facility for the X-4T
communities let us assume an average student population of
1,000. Using the "rule of thumb" of $10,000 per student to
estimate construction costs we have a typical regional voc-
ational technical school costing 10 million dollars. How-
ever, if the cost reducation estimates are reasonably
accurate for regional service centers, one could expect
the service center to be constructed as a cost ranging
from 5 to 7 million dollars.
Yearly Operational Cost/Per Pupil Cost
According .to estimates of operational costs derived from
the Union County Technical School in Scotch Plains, New
Jersey as well as those made by SRS Consultants, Inc.
(who recently compiled cost data from a national sample of
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schools) a 30 to 50% savings can be realized with an
efficiently operated service center delivery system.
Using the average cost per pupil across all presently
functioning regional vocational schools of $1,815.00
times the hypothetical 1,000 student population we have a
yearly operational cost of $1,815,000.00. Again, if this
figure is reduced by the 30-50% savings estimate, the
yearly operational cost, before reimbursements, falls into
a range between $907,500.00 and $1,270,500.00. This can
be further expressed as a yearly per pupil cost of $907.00
to $1,270.00
Reimbursement and Funding Potential
In the interest of time and space, the reader is referred
to this same section as enumerated under Part B, "Regional
Vocational-Technical Schools as the Primary Delivery
Institution". Precisely the same reimbursement and funding
potential is avai3.able for a service center delivery system
as for a typical regional vocational technical school. In
addition, both systems can petition the Division of Occupa-
tional Education, through normal proposal writing channels,
for funds to initiate new or expend presently functioning
programs of occupational education or career development.
Facility Implications
As noted above, a regional service center does not include
all of the facilities found in a regional vocational
School or a comprehensive high school. Its primary mission
is to deliver strictly vocational and career development
skills to a student body drawn from several school districts
within a specific region. The facilities, to be constructed,
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therefore, would be separate and distinct from buildings
or programs available in the region's sending schools and
would consist primarily of an administrative section,
shops and laboratories.
Institutional Factors
Target Population
The population served in a regional service center is
identical to that served in the regional vocational tech-
nical school. Students from 9-12 typically attend with
special post secondary programs in the 13th and 14th grades
available. These post secondary courses are often reserved
for the more technical courses as well as for the occupa-
tional preparation of students who have previously reveived
little or no vocational or career development training.
In addition a 13th and 14th year program can be used by
students who have transferred to the program midway through
their high school experience. This would enable them to
complete any part of their program left over from their
high school years.
Necessary Student Mobility
The discussion below relative to scheduling contains several
implications relative to necessary students mobility patterns.
Let it suffice here to note that students basically are
selected from the sending schools for busing to the service
center to receive their vocational preparation and back to
the sending school to receive all other related academic
and extra curricular services.
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Schccml .i.ng Students Between Pcxc j 1 j ties
Perhaps the best example of the Service Center concept would
be the BOCES of New York State. Even within the New York
system one may find several variations on the time schedule.
Some for example, have half day programs where a student
goes all morning to the center and takes his academic program
back at his home school in the afternoon and another group
comos in in the afternoon for occupational programs having
had their academic program at the home school in the morning.
Other BOCES centers have experimented with and are now offer-
ing courses for shorter periods of time during the dav -
3 two hour sessions during the six hour day where a student
leaves his home school for only that portion of the day.
In other schools they may leave for only certain afternoons,
such as Tucsday-Thursday schedule, or Monday-Wednesday-Friday
schedule. One may also find those centers developing collab-
orative arrangements with local community colleges for free
exchange of students from the community college and reciprocal
arrangements from the BOCES school to the community college
for advanced programs not available to the student otherwise
at the secondary level. One example of this is the relation-
ship between the Nassau County BOCES and the Nassau Community
College
.
Number of Students Served
Students need not foreclose their options during the early
high school years. Using the regional vocational technical
school as a standard, the service center can service between
50 and 80S more secondary students depending on the length
of the school day and the scheduling system adopted. Taking
once again the hypothetical 1,000 students in a regional
vocational school it is possible to serve from 1,500 to
1,800 students in a service center having the same basic
vocational programs.
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Human Factors
Effect on Student Social Dovolonmonf-
One of the most significant advantages of the regional
service center as a primary delivery system is that it does
not foreclose other educational or occupational options
for attending students. Students may continue their
academic programs back at the home school and participate
in all the extra curricular activities offered there.
Provision is made for students who would not otherwise
leave their peer group to obtain occupational training.
In addition a student may transfer into the program mid-
way through high school or delay his decision until grad-
uation and receive a two year concentrated vocational or
technical program at the regional service center.
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D. The
,
comprehensive H igh School as the Primary
Institution ~ ~~
The comprehensive high school may serve as the primary
delivery venicle for occupational education provided it has
a large enough enrollment to justify the programs and fac-
ilities required. The obvious limitation of the com-
prehensive high school as the primary delivery system is
that it depends solely upon the resources of a single
town. However
,
there is the advantage of allowing the
student the opportunity of completing his educational pro-
gram at a single facility and maintaining continuity in
his social development with minimum disruption to his
daily routine. Comprehensive high schools generally
offer occupational preparation in office and clerical and
distributive education. Examples of comprehensive high
schools in Massachusetts are Weymouth, Newton and Milford.
Comprehensive high schools which can deliver quality trade
and industrial programs are rare. Even though most reports
and commissions make eloquent pleas for more action
education, more relevant education and more occupational
education, regular high schools still devote a relatively
minor portion of their budgets to these activities. The
comprehensive high school in America is still mainly a
college preparatory institution, with a low success at
that»
Total Initial Cost
The figures introduced under this heading for the community
college based delivery system are also appropriately used
here. In brief review it is held that an average size
shop of 1,500 square would cost approximately $56,250.00
to construct and $11,250.00 to equip for a total cost of
$67,500.00. If, however, existing industrial arts shops
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or other suitably fitted out facilities are available they
may be up-graded into well equipped vocational laboratories
for $10,000 to $30,000 each. The total costs are dependent
upon the number and type of vocation facilities envisioned
but the "rule of thumb' noted above can be used for rough
calculation.
Yearly Operational Cost/Per Pupil Costs
Throughout Massachusetts there are seventy school systems
conducting vocational programs within their secondary
schools. The state average per pupil cost for operating
vocational programs within the context of a "comprehensive"
high school was, $1,418.00 for the school year 1971-1972.
These programs, Ci course, range widely in the number and
quality of vocational offerings. The per pupil costs
range from a low of $225.00 for Dracut to a high of
$3,507.00 for Arlington (Duxburv reports a per pupil cost
of $8,628.00 which this writer suspects is in error). A
more appropriate bench mark may be established by using the
average per pupil costs of two well established and extensive
comprehensive high school related occupational programs.
Weymouth reports its per pupil costs for conducting its
occupational day program is $1,804.00 for the school year
1971-72 while Newton reports a cost of $1,900.00 per
pupil. For the purpose of calculating rough costs let
us agree on $1,850.00 per pupil as the average yearly
operational exper.ee for conducting a vocational program
in an X-4T community. A rough calculation of secondary
students served by the vocational program in Weymouth
indicates that 13% are enrolled while in Newton 39.7%
of the secondary population are enrolled in full or part
time vocational programs. Let us strike a mean and suggest
that 26% of each of the X-4T communities secondary
students will receive vocational or career development.
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The following chart indicates the cost of serving 26% of
the secondary students in each of the X-4T communities.
Town
Total Sec.
Students
26% of
Total
Cost Per Community
@ $1,850 per Puoil
Hingham 1,178 306 566,100
Hull 860 224 414,440
Milton 1,242 323 597,550
Weymouth 3,085 802 1,483,700
It is again important to note that these are gross costs
and not yet reduced by Chapter 74 program reimbursements.
Reimbursement and Fu.ndina Potential
The same reimbursement potential available to regional
programs of vocational education under Chapter 74 are also
available to vocational programs in the comprehensive high
school. ?vs long as a program is designed to provide sale-
able vocational skills to students upon exiting and is taught
by occupationally certified instructors, the operational
cost of each vocational course is reimburseable by 50%.
In addition if industrial arts courses form an exploratory
core of experiences or is operated as a non vocational
adjunct to the total career development program, the Div-
ision of Occupational Education may fund proposals designed
to initiate or expand the industrial arts program into new
areas. Continuing costs will be borne by the local
communities
.
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Facility Irvol ications
The comprehensive high school as the primary system for
delivering occupational education requires the development
of extensive facilities on the secondary school site. The
extensive nature of these facilities will be governed by
the degree to which the program philosophy is directed
toward local, regional or national labor market needs.
As noted above, in those communities having a fairly broad
industrial arts program, the cost of up-grading into
vocational capability can be from 50 to 65% less than for
constructing new shops. For those communities with little
fto facility conversion potential
,
they must plan on a
rather extensive construction program.
Institutional Factors
Target Population
A full range of students from the 9th through the 12th
grade can be served by this system. A post secondary and
adult program may also be promoted following the regular
school day.
Necessary Student Mobility
None
Scheduling Students Between Facilities
Though no interfacility scheduling is required in this
delivery system, a scheme for rotating students through
the vocational laboratories must be developed. Several
methods in vogue today include; one day in, one day out;
one week in, one week out: half day in, half day out, etc.
Ones imagination is the only outside limit on scheduling
possibilities
.
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Number of Students Served
It is difficult to estimate the number of secondary students
who can receive some vocational or career development train-
ing in a comprehensive high school system. The number served
obviously relates to the extensive nature of available
vocational offerings and the scheduling system adopted. An
optoraistic range based upon the experience of Weymouth and
Newton
,
each of whom have excellent and rather extensive
vocational programs, is that 13 to 40% of all secondary
students can be given full or part-time experience in
vocational training.
Human Factors
Effect on Student Development
Advocates of comprehensive high schools feel that the
limitation of program breadth and depth that often occurs
in this delivery system is a necessary compromise to pro-
viding students with a broad general and liberal education,
a single integrated career development program, an academic
opportunity, and a completely homogeneous social environ-
ment where all students develop free of structural isola-
tion from each other. They see an inherent danger that
physically separating students for educational programs
can develop negative identities, warp self-concepts and
foster class prejudices.
One could argue that physically separating students for
educational programs has a positive value to many as well
.
However, it is not the purpose of this writer to debate
this issue within this report. It is useful, though, to
note that^a truly comprehensive school program includes a
vast number of both educational and extra curricular
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opportunities. A relatively small school, try though it
may, can never provide its students with as really a
comprehensive program as can a larger school system with
greater available resources
.
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1Q i maiv Delivery System
Total Initial Cos t
Considerable difficulty is encountered when attesting toes mate costs for this system due to the immense number
of possible program variables. The construction costfactor would be directly related to the extent that each
of the participating school districts would need to be
augmented by additional facilities, within the x-4T
region, the towns of Hingham, Hull and Milton would in
all probability, be involved in the greatest amount of
construction. Depending upon such factors as student
demand and labor market trends, there might not be a need
for the X-4T school systems to duplicate many of the pro-
grams offered at the Weymouth North High School. Programs
within the other communities would be developed to expand
the total service capability of the region.
We might again apply the" rule of thumb" using a figure of
$67,500 for the construction and equipping of an average
1,500 square foot shop or a $10,000 to $30,000 figure per
shop for up-grading a former industrial arts facility-.
Again, 40-65% of the construction cost to each town is
reimburseable through the School Building Assistance
Bureau. The approximate costs to up-grade the facilities
in each of the X-4T towns to implement this delivery
system would depend upon the number and types of vocational
programs envisioned.
Yearly Operational. Cost/Per Pupil Cost
As a result of sharing already existing programs and
facilities the operational costs of a well managed coll-
aborative have been estimated at 30 to 40% less than that
of a regional vocational technical school. These estimates
are substantially verified by the following comparison.
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The average per pupil costs across all presently functioning
regional vocational technical schools is $1,815.00. This
can be compared to the average per pupil cost of $1,202.00
across all secondary school programs including those hous-
ing vocational programs. These figures represent a diff-
erential of 34$ less operating costs for the average com-
rehensive secondary school as compared to the average
regional vocational school program before Chapter 74 re-
imbursements. Perhaps a more accurate or realistic
comparison should be made between the two standards we
have used m examining comprehensive high schools containing
sound vocational programs. The combined average secondary
cost per pupil in Newton in the 1971-72 school year was
$1,678.00 as compared to Ueymouth's $1,108.00. This re-
presents a range of from 7
. 6 to 29$ less cost per pupil
than in operating a regional vocational technical school.
It must be pointed out here that these figures are not
necessarily comparable to a collaborative of vocational
offerings but is presented simply as a crude comparison
of cost differences between delivery systems. This cost
comparison is based upon the assumption that each secondary
school system within the collaborative network would approx-
imate an average comprehensive school program.
Reimbursement and Funding Potential
Chapter 74 reimbursement for the collaborative management
system is exactly the same as for the regional vocational
technical school. That is to say that each program meeting
the standards of a vocational program can be reimbursed
by 50% of its operational costs. The Chapter 70 15%
incentive funding, however, is dependent upon the con-
struction by the region of a new facility dedicated to the
regional plan. Present interpretation suggests that this
may be an administrative unit for managing the collaborative,
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a central vocational training center for specialized pro-grams or a magor singular addition to one or more of the
cooperating secondary schools. Construction costs arc a]
.
0
reimbursable from 40-60(1 by the School Building AssistanceBuieau if the new facilities are dedicated to regionalize-
tion.
Facility Imp l ication s
A good example of the collaborative management delivery
system exists in Monmouth County, New Jersey. in Monmouth
County, New Jersey a vocational center is attached to each
high school. In all there are 43 shop facilities offering
17 different trade and industrial programs. Several pop-
ular traded are repeated in each school such as automotives
and mill carpentry, but the less popular or more expensive
facilities such as appliance repair and machine shop are
offered in only one or two locations.' Students spend a
half day mornings or afternoons in shop programs. Students
who desire a program not offered at the home high school
may transfer to another school which offers it. The
vocational staff are members of the regular high school.
Institutional Fac tors
Target Popu3 ation
This delivery system will accomodate students from the 9th
through the 12th year. Post secondary programs may also
be promoted using the same facilities. Post secondary
students would typically be assigned to a specific program
location either during the school day or after regular
school hours. This would largely negate them as factors
in a scheduling or transportation scheme.
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Necessary student Mr>him „
All secondary students who soiect vocational programs in
bet 7
Glr h°me SCh001 mU3t ° ither be transported
.
,."
een aclUtles °r b°con>e enrolled in the school con-
s::::r “V”*”
0 of their choice. It appears that thisystem requires a rather high degree of student mobility
a can be reduced by the degree to which the home school
o rers sufficient programming to induce the student to
'stay put". The Monmouth County New Jersey experience
dicat. d that 15* of the vocational students transferred
to other schools which had the effect of reducing student
mobility necessities somewhat.
Schedu ling Students Detwcon Fac i 1 i t ;i. c
3
As noted above student mobility in the collaborative plan
is maximized. Scheduling requirements, therefore, are also
of major concern in this delivery system. The reader is
Directed to page 5-20 in this section for an in-depth dis-
cussion of busing and scheduling, particularly as related
to the collaborative delivery system.
Number of Students Served
There is no clear operating precident for the collaborative
management plan, so estimating the potential number of
students to be served becomes a difficult procedure. The
enrollment projections of The Educational Cooperative
(TEC) plan are somewhat unclear but seem to indicate that
all secondary students can be served by this system. This
possibility seems based upon the assumption that 20% of
the secondary population can be served by a central voc-
ational service center facility with the needs of the re-
maining 80 % served either in the home school programs or
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by being bussed to programs within secondary schools in
the cooperative. It is the considered judgement of this
writer that unless a concerted effort is made to evolve a
total program of career education for all students the
collaborative plan can serve a maximum of 60"j of the
available secondary students with something less than
that figure more realistic. This position is based upon
the fact that 4 0.3% of graduating students from the X-4T
communities go on to four year colleges and in all likeli-
hood more than that number arc in strictly college prep-
aratory courses. In addition only 27.42 of X-4T secondary
students are presently enrolled in vocational course work.
It would therefore be the judgement of this writer that a
delivery systems based upon collaborative management
could, when fully operational, be expected to serve from
40-602 of the X-4T secondary population.
Human rectors
Effects on Student Social Develonment
A variety of student accomodations result in the collab-
orative system. Some students attend other school systems
for their vocational programs v/hile others remain in
their home schools for their vocational training experience.
If a regional service center component is added to the
system, some students may receive their vocational pro-
grams in that facility. Still other students may enroll
full time in one of the cooperating secondary school sys-
tems. It must be stressed that every student is a mem-
ber of a "comprehensive" high school and may partake
of all services and extra curricular activities provided
in this school. This permits a student, if he desires, to
remain v;ith his own peers for most if not all of his sec-
ondary school years. In the case of a student who
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desires to enroll in another high school to receive his
vocational training, he will have to develop a new set
of^peer relationships. The latter option, however, pro-
viaes no predictable disruptions to the educational
process once the student has become enrolled in the new
high school.
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IH MONMOUTH COUNTY
Monmouth County is committed to the philosophy of tho comprchon.ivehigh school for all secondary education, including vocational
education. It also recognizes the advantages of the area school for
vocational education and has successfully combined this with thecomprehensive high school.
The implementation of such a program is tnrough the use of small
county vocational school units operating in close cooperation with alocal high school on the same cite. These buildings are built bythe County Vocational Board of Education on land purchased from thelocal board of education.
Tho operation of the educational program is the responsibility of
the Vocational Board, while the day-to-day administrative functions
are carried out by the local high school principal.
Such areas as student discipline, health services, fire drills,
athletics, attendance procedures, assembly programs and extracurricular
activities are the responsibility of the local high school adr.inistracio
and are so defined in the written Policies and Rules and Regulations
of the Vocational Board of Education. In addition, vocational teachers
attend the regular high ‘school faculty meetings and take part in
orientation and in-service programs.
The vocational educational program is determined by the Vocational
Board of Education and implemented and supervised by the administration
of the Vocational School District. The buildings are staffed, equipped,
and operated by the Vocational School District which also provides
consultant guidance services to the local district.
A student is not identified as a vocational student, except in the
shop class that he is attending for two and one half hours per day.
The remainder of the school day is spent in general education subject
classes in the local high school itself. 7*11 students are fully
registered members of the local school district. The Vocational
School District does not have registered students nor does it issue
diplomas upon graduation. A certificate indicating occupational
proficiency is issued to a graduate who has completed a vocational
program so that ho has something indicating his trade specialty to
present to a potential employer.
The county-wide program is available tuition free to any qualified
high school pupil who has complete tho tenth grade. Those who do
not reside in the local district where a desired program is offered can
transfer to the appropriate high school. This provides a broad range
of vocational educational possibilities county wide, many of which
require little or no travel on the part of the student.
All boys and girls, regardless of where they attend, are part of a
complete comprehensive high school situation with all attendant rights
and privileges, including extracurricular activities, sports, and
social activities.
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bhe Vocntional Board of Education. The result is thatc p l end current expense costs for vocational education inMonmouth County represent completely true expenditures for that purpose.
A complete trade extension and apprentice training evening program
u llizing the high school facilities is provided by the Vocationaloaro of Education. The facilities are also available for ManpowerDevelopment and Training programs where scheduling permits.
The Monmouth County approach to high school vocational education has
as its basic hypothesis the belief that this area of education belongsin the mainstream along with all other disciplines. The program asit has been developed combines broad curricular offerings, broad
enrollment base, and broad financial support - the best in the area
vocational concept with the comprehensive philosophy that has proved
repeatedly to offer the most for each individual student.
^^crc ai-" e now eight County Vocational School buildings functioning
and a ninth, to be located in Freehold, will begin operation in
September 1971. This new school will consist of four rooms and offer
courses in Ceauty Culture, Machine Shop, Carpentry and Painting and
Decorating.
In September 1971, the County Vocational School District will have
forty-five shop's functioning and provide education in twenty different
occupations
.
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F. Combined Resourco/Sorvi cr> Ton ter
with Industrial Site Cooper a hivp
Delive ry System Augmented
Satolli tes
By combining several options above, any number of plans
coyld emerge to tailor the delivery system to the specific
ne<?ds and resources of the region. The description below
is intended merely to show how comprehensive planning
can optimize the resources of the X-4T region.
The heart of the system is a combined resource/service
center which provides all the resources described in alter-
native C above and vocational programs of a service center.
Students would go part-time for their vocational program
and career guidance/testing
,
etc. to this center. They would
remain in the local school for their academic courses and
social development.
The resource/service center would augment its program
offerings through a system of industrial/business sites
which could offer additional programs not economically
feasible at the center and program depth or specialization to
meet individual needs of students and/or employers.
The advantage of such a system is that it provides virtually
an infinite number of programs and coordinates all vocational
activities of the region for quality control and cost
accountability.
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DELIVERY SYSTEM MODELS
C^lMUJJJiY_CQJJJLG^AS_Jll E PRIME D£LLV_ERY 4SYSTEM
RE.GIOl'AL VQCAT 1 0 f 1A_L_T E C OOL
AS THE PRI ME DELIV ERY SYSTEM
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Additional Comments on Options for the X-4T Kod c 1
Each of the six delivery models above can be augmentedby one or more of the following supportive auxiliary programs:
I. Several attempts have been made to mount complete delivery
systems housed solely in industries. One of the best examples
o a working model today is the EDCO model including Boston
and six western suburban towns where 50 students have been
placed in industry for their occupational and academic
education. In this system, the academic and related instruction
is given at the industry site by special teachers hired
for this purpose. Guidance and psychological services ere
also provided by a team of specialists who service the
students while at the industry. The diploma is awarded
by arrangement with the student's local community.
However, not many such systems have been fully operational
and proven that they can sustain a quality, cost-effective
program. The concept of sub-contracting specialized
occupational educational services by an industry has been
well established. Federal funding laws 90-576 provides
for reimbursing employers for unusual expenses for training
and equipping students for such programs. The concept
here is a simple one: If there is a need for donut
makers in town but not enough demand to create a donut
factory within the school or even within the region, send the
students to a bakery to learn the trade on site.
II. Cooperative education provides that the school and an
employer enter into an agreement for providing training
and work experience for the student. Often an entry training
program is provided at the school for a period of time
prior to the work experience or for shorter modules of time
during the initial work experience. When the student does
productive work he receives pay for that effort. The
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important element of this program is that the employer
becomes an integral part of the total learning experience.
Many different kinds of arrangements may be found.
The most popular is referred to as the Cooperative
element of traditional educational programs. This experience take
place during student's junior or senior year.
Increasingly however
, cooperative programs are developing
as a simultaneous
, integral experience. Both the work and
the training arc conducted within the same time frame.
The student reports to school part-time and works part-time.
The school is responsible for the supervision of the
student's occupational education development and the
industry provides productive work which related to the
studentb school experience.
III. Combined Resources - Satellites
The TEC arrangements mentioned above proposed that each
comprehensive high school begin to develop areas of
specialty and that these specialized facilities become
satellite operations of each of the other schools within
the total network of the TEC communities . That is to say
that if one community has a computer center it would be
shared with all other communities. Therefore it would
beegme a satellite facility for each of the other schools.
If that center became over-subscribed, and could not handle
the demand of students, a second center would be built in
the most advantageous and highest demand area within the
network. Therefore, each decision for an increase in
facilities becomes based upon proven demand. This system
has the advantage of requiring less movement between schools
as each school has some occupational facilities at his own
comprehensive school. Only those students who require a
different kind of occupational experience are required to
travel
.
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IV. Another variation on the satellite operation is the
satellite combined with the resource center. The resource
center provides the management structure for the total
network of satellites and complete scope of support
services required for the network, ouch as ( 1 ) employment
and demographic data service, (2) program information and
follow-up services, (3) career information and career
guidance services, (4) articulation and coordination of
program planning, (5) curriculum coordination, (6) community
and human resources lists maintenance and services, ( 7 )
staff and development programs, and (8) job bank and
placement services.
APPENDIX X
DATA CONVERSION
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Should an analysis of one of the pictorials be desired, the
following process should be utilized.
1. Look at the pictorial and note the mean and median points.
2. Find the standard deviation for the group to be analyzed
from the listing on the next page.
3. Place a +1 and -1 deviation on the pictorial at the points
Indicated in the listing, using the peak of the mean as a reference
point.
SAMPLE^ The illustration below is based upon the total student
group response to question number eight of the survey.
With the illustration marked as above, sixty-eight percent of
all responses will lie within the boundaries of +1 and -1 standard
deviations. Sixteen percent will lie to the left of -1 S.D. and six
teen percent to the right of +1 S.D.
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AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL STATEMENT
Glen E. Neifing, at the time this study was being completed, was
the Director of Project E/D Model, an evaluation/diffusion project op-
eratlng under the auspices of the Division of Occupational Education,
Massachusetts State Department of Education. As Project Director, he
had the responsibility for assessing promising programs and practices
in secondary occupational education on a nationwide basis. In addi-
tion, to identification and assessment of such programs, the author
was responsible for the development of program implementation models
and for the dissemination of the models and required resource materials
within the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Prior to being appointed Director of Project E/D Model, the
author developed several products for the Division of Occupational
Education under contract as a consultant. They were a plan for a
Guidance Advocate Program, State Funding Guidelines for Parts C and D
of Public Law 90-576 and the Occupational Education Attitude Survey
used in this study.
In 1972, the author was employed as Regional Manager for In-
structional Systems Development for the New England Resource Center for
Occupational Education. As such, he initiated a six state effort which
resulted in the implementation of a pilot model for a secondary occu-
pational instructional system. During this period the author also
taught a 3 semester credit course entitled "Special Problems in Educa-
tion: Systems Management for Occupational Education" for the Division
of Continuing Education, University of Massachusetts, Amherst.
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Prior to his employment with NERCOE. Hr. Neifing was employed as
an Associate Research Scientist with the American Institutes for Re-
tarch of Pitt„butgh, Pennsylvania, lie was assigned to Ouincy, Massachu-
setts, to aid in the implementation of Project ABLE. An Experimental
Curriculum in Vocational-Technical Education. Hr. Neifing supervised th«
development of several new one-year instructional systems. In addition,
he authored technical reports, conducted staff training in curriculum
development procedures and completed a comparison study of a Jr. High
Pre-Vocational Guidance Program. In 1972, the author completed his
M.Ed. at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst.
In the 1950's, the author served as a civilian Education and
Training Specialist with the United States Air Force. Me was the Project
Officer on numerous research programs, including a multi-media Career
Development Course, an 8mm Training Film Development Project and a 360
hour Instructional Systems Development Project. During this period, he
also conducted staff studies, served as technical writer editor and
supervisor of instructional systems developers, and acted as consultant
to the Job Corps Program of the U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity.
Prior to this period, the author wrote technical materials, es-
tablished technical training courses and taught in various aircraft,
electronics and missile fields. He also completed his R.S. in Education
at the University of Illinois, Urbana.
From 1951 through 1955, Mr. Neifing served in the United States
Air Force.


